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Sequential screening and the relationship between

principalís preferences and agentís incentives!

Daniel Danauy Annalisa Vinellaz

Abstract

In sequential screening problems it is found that, under some regularity conditions,
local incentive compatibility constraints are su¢cient for implementability. However, this
follows from the assumption that the possible distributions of the unknown variable satisfy
either Örst-order stochastic dominance or mean-preserving spread. That assumption is
matched with private information about either the expected value or the spread of the
variable. In this paper we allow for private information about both parameters. In a
setting with four possible cost distributions, two with equal expected values and di§erent
spreads and two with di§erent expected values and equal spreads, we show that there can
be multiple combinations of binding incentive constraints depending on the principalís
preferences. The less concave / more convex that the marginal surplus is, the more that
the binding incentive constraints are related to private information about one parameter
of the distribution relative to the other. Yet, screening is always two-dimensional. Local
incentive constraints are su¢cient, as in the literature, only when the marginal surplus is
su¢ciently convex. We further suggest that, in the same vein as in Consumption theory,
the contractual choice can be regarded as mirroring the preference of the decision-maker
for a lottery that occasions a higher (certain) cost but grants the possibility of facing more
e¢cient (random) outcomes. Resting on this interpretation, we assess that the beneÖt
of screening the agent in two stages, rather than in the contracting stage only, is higher
when the marginal surplus is less concave / more convex.
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1 Introduction

Motivation

By now it is well known that there are important gaps between estimates and real values

of the costs of public projects. In a number of empirical investigations underling these gaps,

such as the studies on transportation of Flyvbjerg [15] and Flyvbjerg et al. [16] - [17], it is

argued that "wrong" estimates are plausibly related to the incentives of the delegated Örms to

manipulate the true estimates vis-‡-vis the delegating authorities. In the words of Flyvbjerg

et al. [16]: "the data and tests lead us to reject technical explanations of forecasting errors.

Such explanations simply do not Öt the data" (p. 286). Whereas the empirical research is

suggestive of a poor contractual design, it is not clear how a delegation contract should be

structured when the agent is privately informed about the distribution of an unknown variable

that matters in the relationship with the principal. Despite that an estimate includes both

the point estimate (the mean) and the interval estimate (the spread around the mean) of the

unknown variable, hitherto there has been no theoretical study about the optimal screening

of agents holding private information about the two parameters of the distribution and being

potentially motivated to misrepresent both of them.

In incentive theory, optimal delegation has been studied in situations in which the agent

knows either the expected value of some variable or its spread, with results that are now fairly

known. Private information about the expected value is matched with the assumption that the

possible distributions of the unknown variable (the types) are ranked according to Örst-order

stochastic dominance (as in Riordan and Sappington [33], Courty and Li [9], Eso and Szentes

[14], Krahmer and Strausz [24]). Private information about the spread is matched with the

assumption that the distributions are ranked in the sense of mean-preserving spread (as in

Courty and Li [9], Dai et al. [10], Ho§mann and Inderst [20]). Screening occurs sequentially

because, as is natural in such settings, in addition to observing the distribution of the variable

before signing the contract, the agent will also learn the realized value in a later stage. The

stochastic dominance assumption is extremely useful in these contexts. In the same vein as in

static problems ‡ la Baron and Myerson [5], it entails that, under some regularity conditions,

relevant incentive constraints are those whereby higher-order types are not tempted to mimic

adjacent lower-order types. Accordingly, only local incentive constraints are binding in the

screening problem. The principal should focus on the incentives to exaggerate the expected

cost in one case, and to understate the spread in the other.

When both the expected value and the spread of the unknown variable are privately known

to the agent, the identiÖcation of the relevant incentive constraints becomes quickly more

complex because one cannot impose any standard stochastic dominance ordering on the dis-

tributions. Then, one cannot hinge on the existing studies to draw conclusions about the

incentives to be considered in contractual design. There are thus a few open questions. When

delegating a project under incomplete information about the distribution of the cost, should

a public authority require the Örm to report the entire estimate, i.e., both the mean and the
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spread, thus tackling a two-dimensional screening problem? In contractual design, should the

authority be concerned with the Örm over/understating the expected cost, knowing that such a

lie can be combined with a lie about the spread? Similarly, should the authority be concerned

with the Örm over/understating the spread, knowing that such a lie can be combined with a

lie about the expected cost? Our goal is to address these research questions.

By o§ering replies to these questions, we aim at shedding light on a complementary issue as

well. Both in empirical studies like those aforementioned and in public debates a major concern

related to the misrepresentation of cost estimates is that cost overruns might result. That is, it

might be the case that the cost estimates delivered in the Örst stage of the relationship are lower

than the costs actually realized in a later stage because the real estimates were camouáaged

purposely. This seems to suggest that an agent holding private information about the expected

value and the spread of the cost might be willing to understate at least one of them. However,

it is not clear that the agent would actually display such incentives. For instance, one would

expect the agent to beneÖt if he exaggerates the expected cost when it is low (rather than

understating it) and correctly reveals the spread. Our investigation is intended to Ögure out

what incentives cost overruns might exactly mirror (whether those to understate the expected

cost, or the spread, or a mix of the two) and should be accounted for accordingly in contractual

design.1

Setting

We consider the delegation of a production activity by a principal to an agent holding private

information about both the expected value and the spread of the unit cost of production. Each

parameter can take two values and the unit cost can be drawn from four distributions, two

having equal mean but di§erent spreads, and two having equal spread but di§erent means.

Thus, provided that the agent is required to report both parameters of the distribution when

the contract is signed, both unidimensional and two-dimensional lies are possible, and in either

direction. As an illustration, an agent with low expected cost and high spread can exaggerate

the expected cost, or he can understate the spread, or he can do both thus cheating in two

di§erent directions. In line with Courty and Li [9] and with the sequential screening literature

in general, the agent also learns the true cost when it is realized and is required to deliver

a second report about the newly acquired information. He produces and is compensated

thereafter according to the reports made in the two stages.

Main results

Optimality of a two-dimensional report We Önd that for the principal it is generally

optimal to require the agent to report both the mean and the spread when selecting a speciÖc

1In the delegation of public projects, public authorities are concerned with cost overruns because they are
not necessarily borne by the delegated Örm. Indeed, the latter might pass them onto the public authority
through contractual renegotiation ex post. However, before investigating renegotiation issues, it is necessary to
understand whether or not one should expect cost overruns to occur in an optimal full-commitment contract,
which is the goal of our study.
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contractual option among those in the contractual menu. Whereas this Önding is intuitive,

the identiÖcation of the exact incentives to lie that must be considered in contractual design,

and hence of the incentive constraints that are binding in the principalís problem, is far from

obvious and leads to a bunch of additional results, which we present below.

The relationship between principalís preferences and agentís incentives Our study

delivers a broad lesson about how to identify the relevant incentives to misrepresent information

in contractual design. It comes out that those incentives are Önely related to the principalís

preferences for the good delivered by the agent. The link between preferences and binding

incentive constraints is novel in the sequential screening literature, and uncommon in incentive

problems in general. Given this link, the similarity between sequential problems and static

problems does not apply in our setting, in which the distributions are not ordered in terms of

stochastic dominance. Indeed, the screening problem admits multiple solutions (rather than

one only) and it depends on the third derivative of the surplus function what solution exactly

arises among those that are possible. SpeciÖcally, the higher that the third derivative is,

the more that the contractual solution mirrors a preoccupation for higher-order types being

mimicked relative to lower-order types. There are two important implications to this.

Implication 1: The principal is concerned with the possibility of the agent misrepresenting

the spread rather than the expected value, or vice versa, depending on whether the degree

of private information about the expected value is greater or smaller than that about the

spread. Therefore, whereas it is optimal for the principal to screen the agent with respect to

both information dimensions, it depends on her own preferences whether she should be more

concerned with one or the other dimension being misrepresented.

Implication 2: Local incentive constraints imply global incentive constraints if and only if

the principalís marginal surplus is su¢ciently convex. Therefore, when this is the case, the

type ordering plays a similar role to stochastic dominance in the screening problem, and the

similarity between sequential and static screening problems is then restored.

Optimal contract and prevention of cost overruns The literature provides a clue about

the occurrence of cost overruns when private information is unidimensional. That is, one

should not expect overruns to occur when private information is about the expected cost.

Indeed, when the expected cost is high, the agent is of a "bad" type and has no incentives

to understate it. By contrast, one can expect overruns to occur when private information is

about the spread. Indeed, when the spread is high, the agent is of a "good" type and might

want to understate it, as shown by Courty and Li [9] and the subsequent studies in which

mean-preserving spread is assumed. The reason why a high-spread type is "good", and hence

desirable to the principal, is understood if it is considered that the principal enjoys an option

value by conditioning the volume of trade on the real value of the unknown variable, which

will be realized after the contract is drawn up. The higher the spread, the greater the option

value to the principal. This is consistent with the theory of investment under uncertainty
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(Dixit and Pindyck [12]), according to which uncertainty is beneÖcial to a decision-maker who

can condition her decisions on future contingencies, beneÖts being more pronounced when

uncertainty is high. In our setting, without speciÖc investigation, it is not clear that an agent

with high spread is of a good type, provided that the desirability of an agentís type to the

principal will also depend on the expected cost. Therefore, one cannot infer that cost overruns

would occur if the principal faces a high-spread agent. Nor is it clear that the principal dislikes

an agent with high expected cost as the spread will matter as well. However, we Önd that,

regardless of the principalís preferences for the good, conceding a rent to eliminate the agentís

incentives to understate the spread su¢ces to avoid understatement of the expected cost as

well.

Extension to more than four types In settings with more than four cost distributions,

not only can the agent over/understate either parameter of the distribution. He can also choose
the extent to which, for each parameter, the reported value will diverge from the true value. By

extending the analysis to such settings, we Önd that when the di§erence between the expected

costs of any two types is either greater or smaller than that between the respective spreads,

thus mirroring a monotonicity on the extent to which one parameter can be misrepresented

relative to the other across types, the principal can restrict attention to the same kind of

incentives that arise in the four-distribution setting. As an illustration, with more than four

distributions, an agent with low expected cost and high spread may want to announce a even

higher spread, selecting the exact value to be announced among many possible higher values.

However, it turns out that this does not need to be an issue because that type of agent will have

stronger incentives to exaggerate the spread in a "local" sense. Therefore, when the extent

of private information about one parameter of the distribution is monotonic relative to that

about the other parameter, our main results naturally extend to settings with more than four

distributions. This shows that the complications we detect in the screening problem are rooted

in the possibility of the agent lying on either information dimension in either direction, rather

than in the extent to which the agent would misrepresent each dimension.

After drawing the results described so far, we suggest two convenient ways of interpreting the

relationship between the principalís preferences and the contractual choice. One interpretation

rests on the theory of consumption under uncertainty, the results of which depend as well on

the shape of the decision-makerís marginal utility (see, for instance, Leland [27] and Menegatti

[30]). The other interpretation refers to monopoly regulation and rests on the correspondence

that one can identify between the curvature of the marginal surplus function and the price-

elasticity of market demand. Accordingly, the link between preferences and contractual choice

in our model is transposed into a link between demand elasticity and optimal regulation.

Because regulators refer widely to elasticity estimates, this link is indicative of how they can

make use of our theoretical predictions along the current practice.
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Related literature

Our study is related to sequential screening problems in which private information is about

either the expected value or the spread of the unknown variable, such as those analyzed by

Riordan and Sappington [33] and Courty and Li [9]. However, as opposed to those models, we

take the signals about the distribution to belong to a discrete set to circumvent the di¢culties

with identifying the solution which have been found to arise in multidimensional screening

problems with a continuum of types (Wilson [35], Armstrong [1], Rochet and ChonÈ [8]).

In the same vein as in the multidimensional screening problems studied by Armstrong and

Rochet [3] and Armstrong [2], we identify various combinations of binding incentive constraints

at optimum, though in di§erent contexts and with results that are not directly comparable.

Armstrong and Rochet [3] consider two distinct activities and private information about the

unit cost of each activity. When the two pieces of information are uncorrelated, as in our case,

they obtain that only incentives to mimic adjacent types are relevant, as in the unidimensional

sequential screening models. In our setting, there is a rich number of combinations of binding

incentive constraints, which is due to the fact that the two information dimensions pertain

to a distribution. The two pieces of information are uncorrelated but the decision variables

(expected production and spread between productions) are interdependent, leading to various

solutions that are not comparable to Armstrong and Rochet [3]. Armstrong [2] considers a

setting with private information on cost and demand functions of the agent. A link between

our study and his study is identiÖed in that some types may be bunched at optimum, because

private information on both cost and demand may lead to binding monotonicity conditions, in

the spirit of the literature on countervailing incentives (Lewis and Sappington [28] and Maggi

and Rodriguez-Clare [29]). We identify that bunching of types may appear at optimum as a

way to limit distortions when the private information on one dimension is su¢ciently large

relative to the other. Hence, types may be bunched together as in Armstrong [2], although not

due to binding monotonicity conditions. Moreover, unlike in Armstrong [2], bunching in our

setting refers to entire distributions of production, rather than to two quantity levels.

More generally, our paper is related to the literature on the delegation of public activities.

Following Riordan and Sappington [33], that literature evolves in two main strands. The Örst

strand includes models in which the Örm decides whether to take some action before learning

the true cost or the decision is delayed until after the cost is realized (Kjerstad and Vagstad [22],

Board [6], Mougeot and Naegelen [31]). The second strand includes models on cost overruns in

which the Örm is privately informed about the expected cost in the delegation stage, whereas

the true cost is observed publicly in a subsequent stage (Spulber [34], Chen and Smith [7]).

The issue of cost overruns is also argued to be critical in recent studies on public-private

partnerships, such as La§ont [26], Guasch et al. [18] - [19], Danau and Vinella [11], Iossa and

Martimort [21]. In these studies, the expected cost is commonly known, whereas its realization

is observed privately by the Örm; none of these studies considers the possibility of the agent

observing both the distribution and the true cost privately in the delegation of public activities.
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1.1 Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the model

and formalize the principalís problem. In section 3 we present a few benchmarks associated

with "standard" information structures. In section 4, we Ögure out the two possible orderings

of types; we then look at situations in which screening is sequential only for some types. In

section 5 we focus on full sequential screening and identify the relationship between principalís

preferences and binding incentive constraints. The optimal contract is characterized for one

possible type ordering in section 6. In section 7 we consider a richer set of possible cost distri-

butions. Section 8 provides two alternative interpretations for a deeper understanding of the

relationship between preferences and contractual choice. Section 9 concludes. Mathematical

details are relegated to an appendix.

2 The model

We consider a principal, P, who delegates an activity to an agent for the provision of a

good or service. Production of y units of the good occasions a cost of cy to the agent and

is compensated with a payment of t made by P. Consumption of y units of the good yields a

gross surplus of S (y) to P, where S (0) = 0 and S ($) is three-times continuously di§erentiable
and such that S 0 ($) > 0 and S 00 ($) < 0 8y > 0:
The relationship between P and the agent takes place in two stages under full commitment.

The contract is signed in the Örst stage. At that time, the agent has private information about

the exogenous parameters of the distribution of the unit cost c (") = )+ "*; say, because of the

expertise acquired by running similar activities in the past. The parameters of the distribution

are the expected value ) > 0 and the spread * > 0. It is common knowledge that ) is either )L
or )H with probabilities , and 1& ,; * is either *L or *H with probabilities - and 1& -: We
let () = )H & )L > 0 and (* = *H & *L > 0: Furthermore, " is a shock that will a§ect the
cost realization in the second stage. It is commonly known that the shock will be either " > 0

(a bad shock) or &" (a good shock) with equal probabilities.2 Because the speciÖc value of "
is irrelevant in the analysis, we normalize it to 1: Once " is realized, the state of nature (the

true unit cost) is determined and the agent observes it privately. Then, he produces the good

and is compensated by P according to the terms of the contract.3

2The assumption that the two shock realizations are equally likely is made for simplicity and does not a§ect
results.

3The assumption that the stochastic variable is additive in mean and spread and that the mean and the
spread are mutually independent is also made in the previous literature, including Courty and Li [9], Eso and
Szentes [14] (Example 1) and Ho§mann and Inderst [20]. Krahmer and Strausz [24] model the cost as being the
sum of a signal privately known in the Örst stage and a random shock realized in the second stage. However,
these authors mainly focus on the case where the distribution of the shock is independent of the signal.
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2.1 The problem of the principal

P o§ers the agent an incentive contract which includes an allocation fyij (") ; tij (")g for
each possible distribution ij 2 ) * fLL;LH;HL;HHg and each possible shock " 2 f&1; 1g :
Henceforth, we refer to ij as the agentís type and to cij (") = )i + "*j as the state of nature

realized following the shock. Given the contractual allocation, an agent of type ij obtains the

proÖt 2ij (") = tij (")& ()i + "*j) yij (") when the shock is ":
To elicit the agentís information about the observed shock in the second stage, conditional

on the delivery of a truthful report ij in the Örst stage, P must design proÖts in such a way

that they comply with the second-stage incentive constraints:4

icij;" : 2ij (") + 2ij(e") + (e"& ")*jyij(e"); 8ij 2 ); 8";e" 2 f&1; 1g :

Satisfying these constraints requires respecting the following monotonicity conditions:

MCij : yij(&1) + yij(1); 8ij:

Provided that this condition holds, it is possible to identify appropriate values of 2ij (") for

any given value of the expected proÖt +ij = E" [2ij (")] : This is the rent to be given up to type
ij in order to elicit information in the Örst stage.5 To also elicit the agentís information about

the observed distribution in the Örst stage, P must design the expected proÖts in such a way

that the Örst-stage incentive constraints are satisÖed:6

ICi
0j0

ij : +ij +
1

2
max

(
X

"

[ti0j0 (")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (")] ;
X

"

[ti0j0 (e")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (e")]
)
:

The right-hand side of ICi
0j0

ij represents what type ij would earn by announcing i0j0 in the

Örst stage and either " or e" in the second stage. Considering that P also needs to satisfy the
participation constraints:

PCij : +ij + 0; 8ij;

the problem of P, denoted 2; is written as follows:

Max
fyij(");#ijgij2!;"2f$1;1g

X

ij2$

Eij [E" [S (yij ("))& ()i + "*j) yij (")]& +ij]

subject to

MCij; IC
i0j0

ij and PCij; 8ij 2 ):

:

4Applying the Revelation Principle for multistage games (Myerson [32]), in the second stage the agent is
required to report only the newly acquired information, namely the realized shock "; rather than the realized
unit cost #i + "$j ; which might not be consistent with the report delivered in the Örst stage and would raise
the overall number of incentive constraints unnecessarily. Moreover, in the second stage the agent is required
to reveal the true shock conditional on revealing the true type in the Örst stage.

5We assume no discounting because all payo§s in the model depend on second-stage production levels and
transfers.

6In our notation, ij 6= i0j0 indicates that either i 6= i0 or j 6= j0 or both.
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Of course, absent information problems, MCij and IC
i0j0

ij would be irrelevant and P would be

able to decentralize the Örst-best allocation:

S 0(y%ij (")) = )i + "*j; 8ij; 8" (1a)

+%ij = 0; 8ij: (1b)

Although P faces the same kind of constraints as in any sequential screening problem, we

will see that in our setting complications arise in the identiÖcation of the binding incentive

constraints. Before turning to the analysis, it is useful to consider a few benchmarks associated

with more standard information structures.

3 Benchmarks

We Örst propose four benchmarks of sequential screening: in the Örst two, denoted (1) and

(2) ; the support of the unit cost is continuous; in the subsequent two, denoted (10) and (20) ;

the support is discrete. The last benchmark, denoted (3) ; is one of multidimensional screening.

(1) No private information about the spread Assume that the unit cost of production

c takes value in the interval [c; c] according to the cumulative distribution function Fi (c) ;

where i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g indexes the distribution. The function Fi ($) is continuously di§erentiable
and fi (c) = F 0i (c) is the density function. Assume that Fi ($) decreases with i; which means
that any distribution i dominates the distribution i + 1 in the sense of Örst-order stochastic

dominance. Denoting E [c ji ] = )i the expected unit cost conditional on the distribution being
i; we have:

)1 < )2 < )3 < )4:

Let hi =
Pi&1

k=1
)k
)i
; 8i 2 f2; 3; 4g ; and h1 = 0 be the hazard rate and assume that hi increases

with i: Then, the solution to the problem of the principal is characterized as follows:

S 0 (y1 (c)) = c and S 0 (yi (c)) = c+ hi
Fi&1 (c)& Fi (c)

fi (c)
; 8i 2 f2; 3; 4g

+i =

4X

k=i+1

Z c

c

yk (c) (Fk&1 (c)& Fk (c)) dc; 8i 2 f1; 2; 3g ; and +4 = 0:

At the solution all the incentive constraints but the local downward incentive constraints are

slack. To see why, consider that under Örst-order stochastic dominance Fk&1 (c) > Fk (c) ;

8k; involving that +i & +i+1 =
R c
c
yi+1 (c) (Fi (c)& Fi+1 (c)) dc > 0; 8i < 4: Hence, an agent

of type i has no interest in mimicking a type above i + 1 (if any) because that lie would

grant him a lower gain than would be obtained by claiming i + 1: Moreover, provided that

the quantity yi (c) is monotonic with respect to i; an agent of type i +m would face a loss of
R c
c
(yi+m (c)& yi (c)) (Fi (c)& Fi+m (c)) dc if he were to pretend i; and hence he has no incentives
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to do so. This is the formal argument that Courty and Li [9] use to prove that "upward"

incentive constraints are satisÖed.

(2) No private information about the expected cost In the same setting as above, take

four distributions indexed by j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g with equal mean ): Further take
R c
c
Fj (c) dc to

be decreasing in j; which means that any distribution j is a mean-preserving spread of the

distribution j + 1: Assuming that hj is monotonic and that the optimal quantity proÖle yj (c)

is monotonic in c (thus satisfying the second-period monotonicity conditions), the solution

is formulated as in benchmark (1) : However, resting on the property of equal mean across

distributions, involving that
R c
c
Fk&1 (x) dx =

R c
c
Fk (x) dx; 8k; the information rent is now also

written as:

+j =

4X

k=j+1

Z c

c

(&y0k (c))
(Z c

c

Fk&1 (x) dx&
Z c

c

Fk (x) dx

)
dc; 8j 2 f1; 2; 3g ; and +4 = 0:

Under second-order stochastic dominance,
R c
c
Fk&1 (x) dx >

R c
c
Fk (x) dx; 8k; furthermore, second-

period monotonicity requires y0k (c) < 0: It follows that+j&+j+1 > 0; 8j < 4; where+j&+j+1 =R c
c

*
&y0j+1 (c)

+ ,R c
c
Fj (x) dx&

R c
c
Fj (x) dx

-
dc: As in benchmark (1) ; an agent of type j has no

interest in mimicking a type above j + 1: Besides, an agent of type j + m has no incentive

to pretend j because that would yield a loss of
R c
c

*
&y0j (c)

+ ,R c
c
Fj (x) dx&

R c
c
Fj+m (x) dx

-
dc:

Therefore, also in this case upward incentive constraints are satisÖed, as in the proof developed

by Courty and Li [9].

(10) No private information about the spread Take c = )+"* as in our setting. Assume

that the expected costs are such that )1 < )2 < )3 < )4; whereas the spread * is equal

across distributions and commonly known. Also assume that )4 & * . )1 + *; implying that

)i0 & * . )i + *; 8i; i0: Under this assumption and the monotonicity of the hazard rate hi; the
solution is characterized as follows:

S 0 (y1 (")) = )1 + "* and S 0 (yi (")) = )i + "* + hi ()i & )i&1) ; 8i 2 f2; 3; 4g

+i =

4X

k=i+1

()k & )k&1) qk; 8i 2 f1; 2; 3g ; and +4 = 0:

(20) No private information about the expected cost Take again c = ) + "* as in

our setting. Assume that the four distributions are characterized by an equal mean of ) and

di§erent spreads *j; where j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g is again the agentís type, such that:

*1 > *2 > *3 > *4:

Denote -j the commonly known probability of the agentís type being j; the hazard rate gj =Pj&1
k=1

,k
,j
; 8j 2 f2; 3; 4g ; and g1 = 0: If gj is monotonically increasing in j and the second-period
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monotonicity condition yj (&1) + yj (1) is not binding, then the solution is given by:

S 0 (y1 (")) = ) + "*j and S 0(yj (")) = ) + "*j & "gj (*j&1 & *j) ; 8j 2 f2; 3; 4g

+j =

4X

k=j+1

(*k&1 & *k) rk; 8j < 4; and +4 = 0:

Overall inspection of the four cases above highlights that the solution displays analogous

features regardless of whether the unit cost takes values in a continuous interval that does

not vary across distributions, the usual case in sequential screening models, or it takes values

in a discrete set that di§ers across distributions. Both in benchmark (1) and (10) production

levels are decreased below the e¢cient levels for all types but i = 1; higher distortions being

associated with higher expected costs. Moreover, the higher the expected cost the lower the

information rent accruing to the agent. Both in benchmark (2) and (20) production levels

are distorted for all types but the highest-spread type, distortions being downwards for good

shocks, upwards for bad shocks, and greater the lower the value of the spread. Moreover,

the information rent accruing to the agent is lower the smaller the spread is. In substance,

regardless of whether the agentís private information concerns the expected cost or the spread,

the solution is such that greater distortions are induced for less "e¢cient" types (namely,

types with higher expected cost and lower spread) and more e¢cient types are assigned higher

information rents. A similar outcome is also obtained in the setting to be presented next, in

which screening is multidimensional, as in our framework, but not sequential.

(3) The two pieces of information as the unit costs of two activities Assume that

)i and *j; where i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g ; represent the unit costs of operating two distinct activities,
rather than being the two parameters of a cost distribution. As Armstrong and Rochet [3]

show, when )i and *j are uncorrelated and the monotonic hazard rate property is satisÖed for

each activity, the solution is "twice a replica" of the standard solution ‡ la Baron and Myerson

[5].

Proposition 1 (Riordan and Sappington [33]; Courty and Li [9]; Armstrong and Rochet
[3]) The solutions in benchmarks (1); (2) and (3) are such that local incentive constraints imply

global incentive constraints. Distortions in production levels are greater for less e¢cient types,

whereas information rents are greater for more e¢cient types.

This result is similar to those obtained in static screening problems ‡ la Baron and Myerson

[5]. Sequential and static problems are alike in this respect.7 Recall now that in benchmark

7Notice that in the static screening problems we refer to the incentive mechanism is deterministic. In a
recent manuscript, Krahmer and Strausz [25] show that when the incentive mechanism in the static problem
is stochastic, the sequential problem ‡ la Courty and Li [9] and the static problem are equivalent, not only
"alike" in the sense of Proposition 1.
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(10) this result was obtained under the assumption that )i0 & * . )i + *; 8i; i0: When this
condition is violated, the following result holds.

Proposition 2 If there exist i0 > i such that )i0 & * > )i + * in benchmark (10); then type i0

is assigned the same level of output regardless of the shock: yi0 (") is constant 8":

This result is reminiscent of that derived by Krahmer and Strausz [23]. When )0i&* > )i+*
and type i announces i0 > i in the Örst stage, it anticipates that, following this lie, it will obtain

a beneÖt in the second stage if it pretends a good shock when the true shock is bad. That

beneÖt, which is equal to ()i0 & )i) (yi0 (&1)& yi0 (1)) ; will then add to the potential gain from
cost overstatement in the Örst stage. Therefore, type i will be motivated to lie again in the

second stage after lying in the Örst stage. SpeciÖcally, it will be eager to understate the shock

on the cost realization in the second stage after overstating the expected cost in the Örst stage.

This means that it displays countervailing incentives with respect to the reports to be delivered

in the two stages. It it thus not surprising that an ináexible output rule must be imposed on

type i0 (yi0 (&1) = yi0 (1)) to make cheating unattractive for type i; in the same vein as in the
traditional agency models with countervailing incentives (Lewis and Sappington [28], Maggi

and Rodriguez-Clare [29]). The speciÖcity here is that countervailing incentives arise with

respect to the information reported in distinct periods.

Let us now compare the screening problem we analyze with the benchmarks. Unlike in

benchmarks (1)& (2) and in line with benchmarks (10)& (20); the set of possible cost values is
discrete and depends on the Örst-stage distribution.8 Moreover, the cost distributions cannot

be ranked according to a speciÖc stochastic ordering, and hence the reasoning used by Courty

and Li [9] (i.e., that in benchmarks (1)&(2)) cannot be followed with the purpose of identifying
the binding incentive constraints. Lastly, the fact that ) and * are the parameters of a cost dis-

tribution, rather than the unit costs of two distinct activities as in benchmark (3) ; complicates

the screening problem because the incentives to misrepresent the two pieces of information are

linked, provided that they both depend on the output proÖles in the distribution they belong

to. These divergences of our problem from the common setting in the literature will lead to

a divergence of our Öndings from Proposition 1. In this respect, it is also useful to point out

that the results in Proposition 1 are obtained regardless of the shape of the marginal surplus

function S 0 ($) : Actually, in Courty and Li [9] and in most recent studies the marginal valuation
of the traded good is taken to be constant. By contrast, in our model S 0 ($) is decreasing in
the quantity and can have any shape. Allowing for any shape of S 0 ($) will enable us to show
that the speciÖc shape of the marginal surplus has an essential impact on the determination of

results. Before turning to that, we need to consider that, in line with Proposition 2, it might

be optimal to bunch some of the output levels. In our framework, this entails that sequential

screening is only partial, as we explain below.

8We show in Corollary 2 that the problem becomes trivial when the range of cost values is continuous.
Moreover, cost values depend on the distribution from which they are drawn because distributions are speciÖed
by both mean and spread.
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4 Partial sequential screening

We previously mentioned that the main di¢culty in solving our screening problem is the

identiÖcation of the binding incentive constraints. The Örst step consists in selecting the

downward incentive constraints, whereby more e¢cient types are not tempted to pretend to be

less e¢cient. The e¢ciency of a given type depends on its expected total cost of production.

That is, the lower the expected total cost is for some given production level deÖned by P, the

more e¢cient the type is. To express the expected total cost for a given production level, we let

q * 1
2
(y (&1) + y (1)) and r * 1

2
(y (&1)& y (1)) be, respectively, the expected production level

and the expected wedge between production levels when the output proÖle is fy (&1) ; y (1)g :
Then, the expected total cost is given by )q & *r; thus it increases with ) and, when r > 0;
it decreases with *: The reason why P is better o§ with cost distributions characterized by a

high spread is that, when facing more uncertainty in the contracting stage, P beneÖts from

an option value if she requires greater production for low cost realizations than for high cost

realizations (y (&1) > y (1)) : Therefore, a type with lower expected cost and/or higher spread
is more e¢cient than other types. This leads to the following type ordering:

LH / LL / HH / HL (2)

when () > (*; and to:

LH / HH / LL / HL (3)

otherwise. Whereas LH and HL are unequivocally the best and the worst type, the order of

intermediate types LL and HH depends on how important the degree of private information

about the expected cost is relative to the degree about private information about the spread.

Considering now the real cost values, there are more than two possible orderings, depending

on whether or not there exist types ij and i0j0 such that )i+*i < )i0&*j0 : This is an important
point because, when the previous inequality holds, countervailing incentives arise and P prefers

to not screen type i0j0 in the second stage, in the same vein as in benchmark (10). There are two

cases of partial sequential screening. One concerns type HL only; the other concerns both type

HL and type HH: To avoid redundancy with little additional insight, we restrict attention to

the latter, more interesting case.

Proposition 3 If )L+*j < )H&*j0 8j; j0; then type Hj0 is assigned the same production level
yHj0 (") = yH ; 8j0; 8":

To explain this result, it is Örst useful to present the solution to the problem of P. The

quantities are speciÖed as follows:

S 0(yLH (")) = )L + "*H ; 8"

S 0(yLL (")) = )L + "*L &
1& -
-

"(*; 8"

S 0(yH) = )H +
,

1& ,
():
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The information rents are given by +LH = (*rLL+()yH ; +LL = ()yH and +HL = +HH = 0:

In line with Proposition 2, bunching of quantities is induced within some distributions, which

are here HH and HL. In addition, Proposition 3 shows that bunching is also induced between

those two distributions. Interestingly, whereas bunching within distributions is due to the

presence of countervailing incentives, bunching between distributions is of a di§erent nature.

It is a way of limiting distortions that are not helpful for P to Öne-tune rent extraction. To

see this, consider that, once P decides to o§er types HH and HL the output levels yHH and

yHL; set independently of the shock realization to prevent coordinated lies between stages, the

expected total costs are simply )HyHH and )HyHL: By mimicking any of the two types HH

and HL; type LL is able to beneÖt from information about ) only. If P decreases yHH below

yHL to contain the rent that type LL receives for not claiming HH; then it becomes more

convenient for type LL to claim HL. Similarly, if P decreases yHL below yHH to contain the

rent that type LL obtains for not claiming HL; then it becomes more convenient for type LL

to claim HH: Therefore, decreasing any of the two quantities yHH and yHL below the other is

not a successful strategy to limit agency costs. The best for P is to require types HH and HL

to deliver the same amount of the good (yHH = yHL = yH) :

The general characteristics of the optimal contract are indicative of what one should expect

in terms of cost overruns, provided that overruns can only follow an understatement of ) and/or

of *:

Corollary 1 Under Proposition 3; no rent is conceded to prevent understatement of ): A rent
designed to prevent understatement of * is conceded only to type LH; which has incentives to

mimic type LL:

Therefore, the incentives to lie that would lead to cost overruns are related to an under-

statement of the spread but not of the expected cost. This result does not look surprising,

if it is considered that a *H&type is e¢cient in the second information dimension whereas a
)H&type is ine¢cient in the Örst information dimension. Less intuitive is probably the fact
that concerns about an understatement of the spread arise only when P faces an agent with low

expected cost. In light of Proposition 3, the reason for this is that type LH would have little

to gain from an exaggeration of ) when )H&types are required to deliver the same amount of
the good.

Bunching of quantities within distributions would be induced if the shock were drawn from

a continuous interval rather than from a binary set.

Corollary 2 If " 2 [&1; 1] ; then for all ij 6= LH : yij (") = yij; 8":

This entails that, with a continuous support, screening would no longer take place in two

stages and P would face a static incentive problem. Actually, this is what motivates us to focus

on a discrete support for the development of our analysis.
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5 Full sequential screening

We now turn to consider situations in which )L + *j + )H & *j0 8j; j0. Then, the agent
would have no convenience to lie again in the second stage, after lying in the Örst stage, so

that the incentive constraints are reformulated as:

ICi
0j0

ij : +ij + +i0j0 + ()i0 & )i) qi0j0 & (*j & *j0)ri0j0 ; 8ij; i0j0 2 ):

The screening problem is now fully sequential and it is more complicated to identify the binding

incentive constraints. We proceed as follows. As usual in mechanism design, we Örst consider

a reduced problem in which upward incentive constraints, whereby less e¢cient types are

unwilling to pretend to be more e¢cient, are omitted. The conditions under which the solution

to that reduced problem is also a solution to the general problem are stated in the following

lemma.

Lemma 1 With )i + "*j . )i0 + "*j0 ; 8ij; i0j0; "; the solution to the reduced problem including

the downward incentive constraints is also a solution to 2 if the production levels other than

yLH (1) and yHL (1) are such that yij (") + yi0j0 (") ; whereas yLH (1) and yHL (1) are such that:

qLH + qHL and rLH + rHL: (4)

Proceeding as in static agency problems (Baron and Myerson [5]) and in sequential screening

problems (Courty and Li [9]), to Önd the solution we Örst assume that the proÖle of optimal

quantities respects the Örst-best order. The lemma shows that this quantity order involves as

usual that upward incentive constraints are implied by downward incentive constraints. When

we characterize the contract, we will show that the solution of the reduced problem is such

that the conditions in the lemma are satisÖed. The exception in the lemma that yHL (1) and

yLH (1) can take any order is due to opposite e§ects that a change in the quantity associated

with a bad shock has on incentives to misrepresent the two information dimensions. Hence, we

do not require that yHL (1) . yLH (1) because it has no implication for the lemma. Conditions
(4) are implied by the incentive constraints included in the reduced problem.

It is essential to point out that looking at a reduced problem that includes the sole down-

ward incentive constraints is not all. Actually, there are di§erent possible combinations of

binding incentive constraints, reáecting the fact that it might be optimal to induce bunching.

Accordingly, two classes of solutions are identiÖed (corresponding to two classes of reduced

problems), depending on whether bunching or full separation entails at optimum.

Lemma 2 9K > 1 such that, if () > K(*; then the solution is such that yHH (") = yHL (") ;
8": If () . (*; then the solution is such that yLL (") = yHL (") ; 8":

Bunching of quantities between distributions has a similar explanation as in Proposition 3.

Indeed, it arises as a way of limiting distortions that do not help P contain information rents,
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rather than reáecting binding monotonicity conditions as in the presence of countervailing in-

centives. When () > (*; types HH and HL are treated as being one type to discourage

type LL from exaggerating ):When () < (*; instead, types LL and HL are treated as being

one type to discourage type HH from understating *: In either case, the agentís incentive to

cheat is eliminated by bunching quantities with respect to the information dimension that is

less important, namely * in the former case and ) in the latter. However, unlike in Propo-

sition 3, P screens the agent in two stages. Therefore, quantities are equal two by two only,

namely yHH (&1) = yHL (&1) and yHH (1) = yHL (1) ; and the solution is separating within the
distributions. It is noteworthy that bunching of quantities as a way of limiting unnecessary

distortions is unusual not only in sequential screening problems (as previously mentioned), but

also in multidimensional settings. As an illustration, Armstrong [2] considers a setting with

private information about both the cost and the demand faced by the agent and shows that,

because there is only one instrument (the output level) to screen two information dimensions,

bunching is induced to ensure the monotonicity of the output proÖle, in the same vein as in

the literature on countervailing incentives.

Once it is understood that there are distinct classes of solutions to the reduced problem,

depending on whether bunching or full separation entails at optimum, it might look natural

to turn to the characterization of the various admissible solutions. However, identifying the

combination of binding incentive constraints for each of the reduced problems is a complex task

in that, unlike in sequential screening models, neither (2) nor (3) respects a speciÖc stochastic

order. Moreover, at odds with Armstrong and Rochet [3], qij and rij cannot be viewed as the

volumes of two distinct activities in that they rather represent two interdependent decision

variables pertaining to one distribution. In this context, each reduced problem may admit

multiple combinations of binding incentive constraints.

In light of the foregoing, instead of plunging directly into a tedious characterization of the

solution, it is more instructive to identify what exactly determines the agentís incentives that

are relevant for P and, more speciÖcally, to which information dimension they are related.

As will soon become apparent, this will be key to conveniently narrowing the set of incentive

constraints to be considered when looking at speciÖc applications. To that end, the properties

of concave/convex functions can be used to pinpoint the relationship between the preferences of

the principal for the good and the relevant incentives of the agent to misrepresent information.

Denote the inverse function of S 0 ($) as f ($) :Also denote S 0 (yij (&1)) * aij and S 0 (yij (1)) *
aij; 8ij; with reference to the solution to the reduced problem. Then, the following equivalences
hold for x = ai0j0 & aij :

f(aij)& f(ai0j0) + f (aij)& f(ai0j0)

, (f(aij)& f(aij + x))& (f (aij)& f (aij + x)) + f (aij + x)& f(ai0j0)
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and

f(aij)& f(ai0j0) + f(ai0j0)& f (aij)

, (f(aij)& f(aij + x))& ((f(ai0j0)& f(ai0j0 + x)) + f(ai0j0 + x)& f (aij) :

These inequalities are just equivalent formulations of the inequalities rij + ri0j0 and qij + qi0j0
at the solution to the problem. By considering the relationship between each of the di§erences

(f(aij)&f(aij+x))&(f (aij)& f (aij + x)) and (f(aij)&f(aij+x))&((f(ai0j0)&f(ai0j0+x)) on
one side, and the degree of concavity/convexity of S 0 ($) on the other, one can verify whether
those inequalities hold or they are violated for di§erent values of S 000 ($) : To that end, we deÖne:

L (z1; z2; x) * (f (z1)& f (z1 + x))& (f (z2)& f (z2 + x)) ; 8z1; z2; x; z1 < z2; x > 0

so that we can reformulate the equivalences listed above as:

f(aij)& f(ai0j0) + f (aij)& f(ai0j0) (5)

, L(aij; aij; ai0j0 & aij) + f(aij + ai0j0 & aij)& f(ai0j0)

and

f(aij)& f(ai0j0) + f(ai0j0)& f (aij) (6)

, L(aij; ai0j0 ; ai0j0 & aij) + f(ai0j0 + ai0j0 & aij)& f (aij)

and then state the following lemma.

Lemma 3 L (z1; z2; x) > 0 if S 000 ($) > 0; L (z1; z2; x) = 0 if S 000 ($) = 0; L (z1; z2; x) < 0 if

S 000 ($) < 0:

This result is useful to verify how tight the di§erent incentive constraints are, and hence

to identify those that are slack in the problem, depending on the curvature of S 0 ($) ; which is
expressed by the value of L ($; $; $) : By comparing how tight the incentive constraints are for
di§erent degrees of concavity/convexity of S ($) ; we draw the following result.

Proposition 4 Assume that the conditions in Lemma 1 hold. At the solution to 2; as L ($; $; $)
increases, the information rent accruing to the agent is increasingly more related to the possi-

bility of misrepresenting higher-order types relative to lower-order types.

Unlike in the benchmarks, the combination of binding incentive constraints depends on

the preferences of the principal for the good. This result is unusual in sequential screening

problems but similar in nature to the Önding of the consumption theory under uncertainty.

SpeciÖcally, in consumption models, the trade-o§ between consumption and savings faced by

an individual who takes the decision in conditions of uncertainty depends on the shape of the

individualís marginal utility function. In our screening model, the characteristics of the optimal
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delegation contract depend on the shape of the principalís marginal surplus function, provided

that the unit production cost is unknown at the time when the contract is drawn up. The exact

implications of this result are stated in the corollaries below, whereas further considerations in

light of the consumption models are left for a later discussion.

Corollary 3 Under Proposition 4; as L ($; $; $) increases, the principalís concerns are increas-
ingly more related with the possibility of the agent misrepresenting * rather than ) when

() > (*; and with the possibility of the agent misrepresenting ) rather than * when () . (*:

There is no solution where screening reduces to a unidimensional screening problem. Not

surprisingly, both ) and * should be reported by the agent. What one can say is whether the

principal should be more concerned with the possibility that the mean value is misrepresented,

or the spread. The corollary shows that the "concerns" of the principal actually depend on her

own preferences. SpeciÖcally, as the proof in Appendix C.4 shows, when () > (*; as L ($; $; $)
increases, ICHHLL becomes tighter than ICHLLL ; IC

HH
LH and ICLLLH both become tighter than IC

HL
LH ;

and ICLLLH becomes tighter than IC
HH
LH : This transition reáects an increasing concern of P with

the possibility of the agent misrepresenting * rather than ): When () . (*; as L ($; $; $)
takes higher values, ICHHLH becomes tighter relative to both ICLLLH and IC

HL
LH ; which reáects an

increasing concern with the possibility that the agent is misrepresenting ) rather than *: This

is tantamount to saying that when S 0 ($) shifts from concave to convex the incentive constraints
related to adjacent types are more likely to be binding.

Corollary 4 Under Proposition 4; local incentive constraints imply global incentive constraints
if and only if L ($; $; $) is positive and su¢ciently high.

It is interesting to compare this result with the studies on sequential screening. When S 0 ($)
is su¢ciently convex, each of the two type orderings plays a similar role in our setting to the

stochastic ordering in those studies. Then, the can focus on the local incentive constraints

only. This is not true otherwise, particularly when the marginal surplus is linear, as is usually

assumed in sequential screening problems.

Let us now return to the possibility of observing cost overruns and to the incentives in

which they are rooted. As in the case of partial sequential screening, it turns out that cost

overruns only mirror incentives to understate *; whereas concerns about misrepresentation of

) are negligible.

Corollary 5 Under Proposition 4; a rent designed to prevent understatement of ) is conceded
only to type HH; which has incentives to understate both ) and * (to pretend LL): That rent

accrues only when () . (* and it is equal to that conceded to type HH to not understate *

only (to not pretend HL):
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6 A characterization of the optimal contract under full

sequential screening

We now illustrate what the optimal contract looks like in the trickier case to solve, that

in which () > (*: Albeit the characterization of the solution is rather lengthy, it helps us

clarify how useful it is to refer to the relationship between the principalís preferences and the

agentís incentives to identify the constraints that are binding at optimum, as previously stated

in Proposition 4. The mathematical development is reported in Appendix D.

When the type order in (2) applies, the information rents are expressed as follows:

+HL = 0 (7a)

+HH = (*rHL (7b)

+LL = N+LL;1 + (1& N) +LL;2 (7c)

+LH = O1+LH;1 + O2 [N+LH;2 + (1& N) +LH;3] + O3+LH;4; (7d)

where:

+LL;1 = ()qHL and +LL;2 = ()qHH &(* (rHH & rHL) (8)

together with:

+LH;1 = ()qHH +(*rHL; +LH;2 = ()qHL +(*rLL; (9)

+LH;3 = ()qHH +(*rHL &(* (rHH & rLL) and +LH;4 = ()qHL +(*rHL;

where N 2 [0; 1] ; Oz 2 [0; 1] and
3X

z=1

Oz = 1.

Identifying the exact downward incentive constraints that are relevant for the solution to 2

- thus, the exact information rents to be conceded - is tantamount to identifying the values of

the parameters N and Oz; 8z 2 f1; 2; 3g : If only local incentive constraints were relevant, then
only the case where N = 0 and O2 = 1 would have to be considered. Using the expressions of

the information rents listed above and focusing on the case in which the optimal output proÖle

is fully separating, we identify the solution to a Örst reduced problem, denoted 20:

Quantity solution to the reduced problem 20: For the solution to 20; for all "; type LH
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produces the Örst-best quantity y%LH (") ; for the other types quantities are such that:

S 0(yLL (")) = )L + "*L & O2
1& -
-

"(* (10)

S 0(yHH (")) = )H + "*H (11)

+
,

1& ,

./
O1 + (1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)0
() + (1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)
"(*

1

S 0(yHL (")) = )H + "*L (12)

+
,

1& ,

./
N + (O2N + O3)

1& -
-

0
() &

/
1& N + (1& ,O2N)

1& -
,-

0
"(*

1
:

The quantity solution above does not satisfy the incentive constraints in 2 when() + K(*;
where:

K =

1
)
+ (-& N)

,
O2 +

,
1&,

-

2221& O1 & (1& N)
,
O2 +

,
1&,

-222
: (13)

A second reduced problem, denoted 200; must be considered, which is solved by requiring types

HL and HH to produce the same output: yHL (") = yHH (") ; 8":

Quantity solution to the reduced problem 200: For the solution to 200; for all "; types LH

and LL produce the Örst-best quantities y%LH (") and y
%
LL (") ; for the other types, quantities

are such that:

yHL (") = yHH (")

S 0(yHH (")) = )H + "*H +
,

(1& ,) (1& -)
() &

1& O2,
1& ,

"(*: (14)

Resting on these solutions, and deÖning:

L1 *
() +(*

() &(*
(f (aHL)& f (aHH))& [f (aHL)& f (aHL + aHL & aHH)] (15)

"H * f (aHL + aHL & aHH)& f (aHH) (16)

"L * f (aLL + aHH & aLL)& f (aHH) ; (17)

we can identify the essential features of the optimal contract.

Proposition 5 Assume that yij (&1) > yij (1) ; 8ij; and that () > (*:
(i) If () < K(*; then the solution to 2 satisfying the conditions in Lemma 1 is such that:

2 N = 1 when L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) < L1;
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2 O3 = 1 and O1 = O2 = 0 when L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) < "H ; where "H < 0;

2 O3 = 0; O1 + 0; O2 > 0 when L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + "H ;

2 O3 = O1 = 0; O2 = 1 when L (aLL; aLL; aHH & aLL) + "L; where "L > 0:

(ii) If () + K(*; then the solution to 2 that satisÖes the conditions in Lemma 1 is such
that:

2 O1 = 1 when L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) < "L; where "L < 0;

2 O2 = 1 when L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) > "L; where "L > 0:

Proposition 5 conÖrms that the general problem can be replaced by an appropriate relaxed

problem, which indicates that the methodology adopted to solve multidimensional screening

problems with a discrete number of types also applies to sequential screening problems.

Corollary 6 Information rents and production levels in Proposition 5 reáect:
(a) incentives of type LL to overstate ) 8L ($; $; $) ; and to overstate * if and only if:

L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + L1 (18)

when (13) holds, and 8L ($; $; $) otherwise;
(b) incentives of type LH to overstate ) if and only if:

L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) . "L; (19)

and to understate * if and only if:

L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) + "H ; (20)

when (13) holds, and if and only if:

L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) + "L

otherwise.

This corollary is an application of the result contained in Proposition 4 that as L ($; $; $)
takes higher values, the information rents are more closely related to the possibility of *

being misrepresented instead of ): In particular, exaggeration of the expected cost by a low-

expected-cost high-spread agent is not an issue for P when S 0 ($) is su¢ciently convex ((19)
violated). In that situation, indeed, P prefers to set more dispersed production levels for each

cost distribution. With this output proÖle, an understatement of * becomes more worrisome

than an overstatement of ):
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In Proposition 5, it is also interesting to identify the ranges of values of L ($; $; $) over which
local incentive constraints imply global incentive constraints, as is usually the case in sequential

screening frameworks.

Corollary 7 The optimal contract reáects the circumstance that local incentive constraints
imply global incentive constraints if and only if:

L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + L1

together with:

L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) + "L

for N = 0 and O2 = 1:

The solution does not reduce to that of a sequential screening problem with a single piece of

information (Riordan and Sappington [33] and Courty and Li [9]) even when S 0 ($) is su¢ciently
convex. However, some similarities are detected. When S 0 ($) is su¢ciently convex, only the
highest-order type is assigned the Örst-best trade volume for each possible realization of the

unknown variable. The middle-order types LL and HH represent an attractive lie for some

higher-order type and are both assigned distorted productions. When S 0 ($) is little convex or
concave instead, this occurs for one such type only (either LL or HH) because in that case

type LH is more attracted by a nonadjacent type.

To complete the characterization of the contract, we have to verify that the quantity solution

to 20 or to 200 satisÖes the conditions in Lemma 1, so that it also solves the general problem.

We will use the following deÖnitions:

"LH * f (aLH + aHL & aLH)& f (aHL)

"0LH * f (aHL + aHL & aLH)& f (aLH)

Proposition 6 For the solution to 20 or to 200; rij > 0 8ij; if:

*H
*L

<
1

1& - (1& ,)
: (21)

The solution to 20 or to 200 satisÖes the quantity ranking in Lemma 1: The conditions in (4)

are satisÖed in both 20 and 2
00
if and only if

L (aLH ; aLH ; aHL & aLH) + "LH (22)

and

L (aLH ; aHL; aHL & aLH) + "
0
LH (23)

for N = O3 = 1.

When (21) is violated, the output levels are bunched within at least one distribution and
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sequential screening only concerns the other distributions. Under (22) or (23), the general

problem is replaced by 20 or 200; respectively, unless the marginal surplus is very concave. If

such relevant condition were violated, then it would be necessary to consider another reduced

problem for the situation in which S 0 ($) is very concave. In the new reduced problem, one would
need to impose that qLH = qHL or rLH = rHL so as to satisfy the Örst or the second condition

in (4) violated in 20 or 200: Provided that "LH < "H and "0LH < "H , this case only applies when

S 0 ($) is very concave. Furthermore, it has no implications on the results in Proposition 5.

7 More than four distributions

We now consider a setting in which the principal faces more than four possible distributions

of the unit cost and investigate whether there is any change in the agentís incentives, and

hence in the contractual choice, in this more general setting. For instance, we would like to

Ögure out whether type LH is more attracted by type LL or, rather, by a type with lower

) and/or lower *; by type HH or a type with higher ) and/or higher *; by type HL or a

type with higher ) and/or lower *: We saw that in the four-type setting complications follow

from the possibility of each of the two information dimensions being misrepresented in either

direction. We will now explore whether complications might also be determined by the extent to

which each information dimension can be misrepresented. We provide monotonicity conditions

under which the additional incentive constraints whereby "more distant" types are unattractive

reports are not binding in the generalized setting.

Assume that there are more than four types and that, for any triplet of types indexed by

h 2 f1; 2; 3g ; it is:
)1 . )2 . )3

and either

*1 + *2 + *3

or

*1 . *2 . *3;

together with either )h&)h&1 + *h&*h&1 or )h&)h&1 . *h&*h&1; 8h 2 f2; 3g : In either case,
it is possible to have type h& 1 more e¢cient than type h: The incentives of type 1 to mimic
type 2 are weakly stronger than its incentives to mimic type 3: When )h & )h&1 . *h & *h&1
and type h+1 is potentially more e¢cient than type h; the incentives of type 3 to mimic type

2 are weakly stronger than its incentives to mimic type 1:

Resting on this result, one can say that, in a richer framework with more than four possible

distributions, if the extent of private information about one dimension is monotonic relative

to that about the other, then for type LH the report LL is more attractive than any report

including higher ) and/or lower *; the report HH is more attractive than any report including

higher ) and/or higher *; and so on. This reasoning applies to all possible "downward" lies
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identiÖed according to type orderings (2) and (3).

As an illustration, assume that there are four possible groups of four distributions ij; where

i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g :

f14; 13; 24; 23g ; f12; 11; 22; 21g ; f34; 33; 44; 43g ; f32; 31; 42; 41g :

Denote )i and *j the parameters of distribution ij; such that )i > )i&1 and *j > *j&1 for i; j 2
f2; 3; 4g : The distributions in each group display the characteristics of the four distributions
considered in our model. As compared to the distributions in the Örst group, those in the

other three groups are such that either the spread takes a lower value (namely, *1 and *2
rather than *3 and *4) or the expected cost takes a higher value (namely, )3 and )4 rather

than )1 and )2); or both. With these characteristics of the distributions, not only can the agent

misrepresent either one or both parameters. He can also misrepresent the two parameters to

di§erent extents. However, according to the result previously obtained, if the di§erences in )0s

are monotonic relative to the di§erences in *0s; then only "local" lies about either parameter

may be an issue. It follows that for the Örst three types in each group the incentives to mimic

types belonging to other groups are weaker than the incentives to mimic types belonging to

their own group. For instance, for type 14 the report 13 is more attractive than 12 or 11; the

report 24 is more attractive than 34 or 44; the report 23 is more attractive than any of the

reports 22; 21; 33; 43; 32; 31; 42 and 41:

As a conclusion, when more than four distributions are possible and the extent of private

information about one parameter is monotonic relative to that about the other, the core di¢-

culty in the identiÖcation of the binding incentive constraints is still related to the possibility

of the agent camouáaging each of the two parameters in either direction. The exact extent to

which camouáage can be done has no bite in that respect.

8 On the relationship between preferences and incen-

tives

A fundamental prediction of our analysis is that in the agency relationships of the kind here

considered there is a strong nexus between the characteristics of the optimal contract and the

principalís preferences for the good delivered by the agent. To understand the reach of this

result, it is useful to consider two alternative interpretations.

8.1 The principal as a consumer taking decisions under uncertainty

The Örst interpretation, which we previously mentioned, rests on the theoretical studies

about consumption decisions under uncertainty (see Leland [27] for a by-now classical contri-

bution; for more recent work, see Menegatti [30], for instance). According to those studies, an

individual whose marginal utility is (weakly) convex with respect to consumption is prudent
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and engages in precautionary saving in order to avoid facing a low consumption in the future.

As an alternative deÖnition, used by Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger [13], a prudent individual

prefers a lottery yielding higher possible values of the random outcome, e"; at a higher certain
cost of k over a lottery yielding lower possible values of the random outcome, e"& k; at no cost
(see DeÖnition 1, p.282).9 This entails that the certain negative event (&k) is separated from
the random outcome (e") so as to reduce the risk of facing undesirable outcomes.
In light of our results, the preference for the Örst of the two lotteries aforementioned admits

a broader interpretation. Instead of a preference for separating the certain negative event from

the random outcome, one can read it as a preference for incurring a higher certain cost against

the possibility of facing a better outcome in any possible event. To see this, suppose that in our

setting P can choose between two lotteries under incomplete information about the expected

cost. One such lottery yields the outcome (y
1
; y1) - an output proÖle - and entails an expected

cost of R1 - an information rent -, the other lottery yields (y2; y2) with expected cost of R2;

and the two lotteries are such that y
1
> y

2
and y1 > y2 together with R1 > R2: This involves

that P must choose between a lottery that grants higher possible outcomes (y
1
and y1) at a

higher certain cost (R1) and a lottery that grants lower possible outcomes (y2 and y2) at a lower

certain cost (R2) : When S 0 is su¢ciently convex, P prefers the former lottery to the latter. In

other words, she is eager to incur a higher certain cost against the possibility of facing a better

outcome in any possible event, consistent with the re-interpretation of the lottery preference

in Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger [13] suggested above.

Next suppose that P can choose between two lotteries under incomplete information about

the spread of the cost. Using the same notation as above, the outcomes of the lotteries are now

such that y
1
> y

2
and y1 < y2; whereas the costs are such that R1 > R2: Reading our results as

the preference for a certain lottery against some given alternative, we can say that the lotteryn
(y
1
; y1);R1

o
becomes more attractive to P than the lottery

n
(y
2
; y2);R2

o
as the marginal

surplus becomes more convex. That is, P becomes more eager to incur a higher certain cost

against the possibility of facing a better outcome when a good event occurs (i.e., consuming

more when the shock is good), although this also involves facing a worse outcome when the

bad event occurs (i.e., consuming less when the shock is bad), rather than incurring a lower

certain cost associated with more similar outcomes. Therefore, not only does a more convex

marginal surplus mirror a stronger preference for a higher expected outcome. It also involves

a preference for enjoying high outcomes when favorable events are realized, although this is

associated with accepting low outcomes when events are unfavorable.

Admitting now private information about both the expected cost and the spread of the

cost, as in our screening problem, the lottery preferences of P display both of the patterns just

described as S 000 increases. Therefore, the contractual solution reáects a double choice, namely

a choice between a "less risky" lottery and "riskier" lottery, in the same vein as in Consumption

theory, and a choice between two lotteries that are both "less risky" than the "riskier" one.

9The authors acknowledge that the equivalence between the lottery preference they refer to and the (weak)
convexity of the marginal utility is shown by Bigelow and Menezes (1995).
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The preference for one of the less risky lotteries over the other is determined by how great the

extent of information about the expected cost is relative to extent of information about the

spread. This is what Corollary 6 above determines.

Interestingly, the comparison with Consumption theory serves to highlight the beneÖt of

screening the agent in two subsequent stages rather than in the contracting stage only. Suppose

for a moment that P does not screen the agent sequentially and sets the same output regardless

of the shock for each cost distribution. This can be regarded as a "certain outcome," and the

beneÖt of sequential screening can be derived as the gain that P obtains by moving away from

that outcome and conditioning the output level on the shock that will determine the Önal cost.

Let byij be the ináexible output rule and R0 the expected rent under static screening. Also deÖne
yij (") = byij + Qij (") the shock-contingent output under sequential screening. The "áexibility
gain" to P is given by:

X

ij

Eij
6
E"
6
S(byij + Qij ("))& ()i + "*j) (byij + Qij ("))

7
& (S(byij)& )ibyij)

7
& (R&R0) :

The fact that it is optimal for P to screen in two stages involves that this expression is positive.

Therefore, sequential screening grants an option value to P, which consists in the possibility of

adjusting the future production according to the cost realization. The derivative of the above

expression with respect to byij; namely Eij
8
E"
6
S 0(byij + Qij ("))

7
& S 0(byij)

9
& d

dby (R&R
0) ; is

higher the higher S 000: Under this condition, adding the state-contingent component Qij (") to

the non-sequential outcome byij increases the expected marginal surplus of P, and hence the
áexibility gain she obtains by screening the agent in two stages. In substance, sequential

screening is more beneÖcial to P the higher S 000 is.

8.2 The principal as a regulator taking decisions according to the

price-elasticity of demand

The relationship between P and the agent can also be regarded as one between a regulator

and a privately informed monopolist supplying a good (or service) to society. The regulator

collects revenues in the market and pay transfers to the Örm as a compensation for its pro-

duction. The objective of the regulator is to maximize the expected consumer surplus net of

the compensation to the Örm. In this context, the marginal surplus function is the inverse

demand function, which expresses the consumer willingness to pay for any given consumption

level. A shift from concavity to convexity of S 0 ($) corresponds to a shift from less to more

elastic demand. When the demand is little elastic, an increase in the price triggers a limited

reduction in the demand for the good. The regulator can a§ord signiÖcant quantity distortions

for rent-extraction purposes. When the demand is more elastic, an increase in the price trig-

gers greater demand reductions. The regulator can a§ord smaller quantity distortions and is

amenable to concede higher rents to eliminate the Örmís incentives to camouáage information.

As a simple illustration, consider the surplus function S (y) = ky & ye+1= (e+ 1) ; where
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k; e > 0: The marginal surplus S 0 (y) = k & ye is strictly concave in y if e > 1; linear if

e = 1; and strictly convex if e < 1: S 0 (y) * p (y) is the market demand and e measures

the elasticity of the latter to price. A shift from concavity to convexity of S 0 represents a

shift from less to more price-elastic demand. Using the expression of the Örst-best quan-

tity of type i0j0; namely y%i0j0 (") = (k & )i0 + "*j0)
1
e ; 8" 2 f&1; 1g ; we see that the expected

quantity q%i0j0 =
1
2

h
(k & )i0 + *j0)

1
e + (k & )i0 & *j0)

1
e

i
and the expected quantity di§erence

r%i0j0 =
1
2

h
(k & )i0 + *j0)

1
e & (k & )i0 & *j0)

1
e

i
are both inversely related to e: Indeed:

dq%i0j0

de
= &

(
1

4e

)2 h
(k & )i0 + *j0)

1
e ln (k & )i0 + *j0) + (k & )i0 & *j0)

1
e ln (k & )i0 & *j0)

i
< 0

dr%i0j0

de
= &

(
1

4e

)2 h
(k & )i0 + *j0)

1
e ln (k & )i0 + *j0)& (k & )i0 & *j0)

1
e ln (k & )i0 & *j0)

i
< 0:

Knowing from the formulation of ICi
0j0

ij that the incentives of type ij to announce i0j0 depend

on ()qi0j0 and (*ri0j0 ; this is suggestive of the decisions that P will make for the optimal

incentive provision under incomplete information. When the market demand is more elastic to

price, she will want to secure more consumption in each state and, in particular, in the good

state relative to the bad state. Hence, she will be more reticent to distort q%i0j0 and/or r
%
i0j0 to

contain the information rents to be given up to prevent a false claim i0j0:

The correspondence between the curvature of the marginal surplus function and the price-

elasticity of market demand suggests a way of making functional use of the insights of our

study along the current regulatory practice. It is well known that, when regulators have only

a vague knowledge of the market demand, they rest widely on elasticity estimates, which can

be formed with reasonable accuracy in spite of the poor available information on demand

conditions. In regulatory contexts in which the information structure is akin to that here

considered, the regulator could use elasticity estimates to identify the relevant information

rents and set output accordingly.

9 Conclusion

We studied a multi-dimensional and sequential screening problem in which in the contract-

ing stage the principal faces four possible distributions of cost values, two with equal expected

costs but di§erent spreads, the other two with di§erent expected costs but equal spreads. We

found that the features of the optimal contract are driven essentially by the relationship between

the principalís preferences for consumption of the good and the agentís incentive constraints

that are binding at optimum. When looking at speciÖc applications, a clear understanding of

that relationship is extremely useful in that it enables one to narrow the number of constraints

to be accounted for in the identiÖcation of the solution. The characterization of the optimal

contract we provided for one possible type ordering illustrates how lengthy and intricate the

exercise is if that relationship is not considered.
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Our analysis highlights that the only situation in which local incentive constraints imply

global incentive constraints, as in sequential screening models with one information dimension,

is that in which the principalís marginal surplus is su¢ciently convex in quantity. That is the

situation in which the principal obtains the highest "áexibility gain" from adjusting output

levels to future cost realizations rather than adopting an ináexible output rule. Re-interpreting

the contractual choice as a preference over lotteries as in Consumption theory, one can think of

the principal as preferring a lottery yielding more e¢cient outcomes at a higher agency cost over

a lottery yielding less e¢cient outcomes at a lower agency cost. Whereas this re-interpretation

appears to Öt in with any screening problem, the interesting aspect here is that the preference

for a particular lottery corresponds to a particular combination of incentive constraints binding

at optimum.

Extending the analysis to allow for a greater number of cost distributions, we found that

the relevant incentives to misrepresent information are still of the same nature as in the four-

distribution scenario. This is because what really matters in the determination of the solution

to our two-dimensional screening problem is the possibility of the agent lying on either piece

of information and in either direction, rather than the extent to which the reported values can

diverge from the real values. Therefore, our results carry over naturally in the more general

setting.

Our investigation was inspired by situations in which public activities are delegated to

Örms that might have incentives to manipulate forecasts of initially unknown variables vis-‡-

vis public authorities. In practice, such activities are now typically awarded to Örms by means

of tendering procedures. To account for this, we might consider an auction mechanism rather

than looking at an incentive contract. However, our choice was not reductive. The insights

of our work would not change in that environment because in our model, as in Riordan and

Sappington [33], there would be separability between the number of bidders and contractual

allocation. Moreover, while we focused on a full-commitment framework, the delegation of

public activities sometimes occurs in limited-commitment environments in which Örms might

camouáage forecasts in the contracting stage in view of a later renegotiation. To eliminate the

perspective of contractual renegotiation, hence incentives to strategic misrepresentation related

to that, one can think of the principal as being able to credibly engage in the future enforcement

in the presence of credible institutions, and of the agent as being motivated to comply with the

contract in the presence of cancellation fees or ex post participation constraints.10 Contract

design under ex post participation constraints is analyzed by Spulber [34] and Chen and Smith

[7] in a setting in which the Örm has private information on distribution parameters involving

the cost in the contracting stage, but the cost realization is publicly observed in a later stage.

Because it is natural that the Örm observes privately not only the distribution parameters but

also the cost realization, our Öndings suggest that the impact of ex post participation constraints

on contractual design cannot be well understood without considering the relationship between

the principalís preferences and relevant incentives. Exploring this problem is on our research

10For a discussion of commitment in continuing relationships, see Baron and Besanko [4].
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agenda.
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A Benchmarks

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2
This proof is similar to Proof B.1.1 of Proposition 3 here below, and hence it is omitted.

B Partial sequential screening and cost overruns

B.1 Proof of Proposition 3
We Örst prove that type i0j0 is assigned yi0j0 (&1) = yi0j0 (1) : We then prove that for types

HH and HL it is also yHH = yHL:
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B.1.1 Proof of yHj0 (") = yHj0 (e")

The incentive constraint whereby an agent of type ij is unwilling to claim i0j0; when he
anticipates that in the second stage he will report either the true shock " or the false shock e";
is written as:

+ij +
1

2
max

(
X

"

[ti0j0 (")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (")] ;
X

"

[ti0j0 (e")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (e")]
)
: (24)

We have:

1

2

X

"

[ti0j0 (")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (")] =
1

2

X

"

f2i0j0 (") + [)i0 & )i + (*j0 & *j) "] yi0j0 (")g

together with:

1

2

X

"

[ti0j0 (e")& ()i + "*j) yi0j0 (e")] =
1

2

X

"

f2i0j0 (e") + [)i0 + e"*j0 & ()i + "*j)] yi0j0 (e")g :

If the former amount is at least as great as the latter, then ICi
0j0

ij implies (24). This is the case
if and only if:

1

2

X

"

(2i0j0 (")& 2i0j0 (e")) (25)

+ &
1

2

X

"

[()i0 & )i) (yi0j0 (")& yi0j0 (e")) + (*j0 & *j) "yi0j0 (") + "*jyi0j0 (e")& e"*j0yi0j0 (e")] :

The constraints icij;e" and icij;" hold jointly only if:

(e"& ") *j0yi0j0 (e") . 2i0j0 (")& 2i0j0 (e") . (e"& ") *j0yi0j0 (") ;

which imply the following conditions:

X

"

(e"& ") *j0yi0j0 (e") .
X

"

[2i0j0 (")& 2i0j0 (e")] .
X

"

(e"& ") *j0yi0j0 (") :

92i0j0 (") ; 2i0j0 (e") satisfying these conditions together with (25) if and only if:
X

"

[e"*j0 & "*j + ()i0 & )i)] (yi0j0 (")& yi0j0 (e")) + 0: (26)

Provided that )L+*j < )H&*j0 ; if " < e"; then it is necessary that yHj0 (") . yHj0 (e") : However,
the second-stage incentive constraints require that yHj0 (") + yHj0 (e") :Hence yHj0 (") = yHj0 (e") :
In the next proof we use the notation: yHj0 (") = yHj0 ; 8":

B.1.2 Proof of yHH = yHL
Knowing that )L+*j < )H &*j0 , hence () > (*; the type ordering is (2) and information

rents are written as (7a) - (7d). Using yHj0 (") = yHj0 ; 8"; rHL = rHH = 0 and it is easy
to deduce that O2 = 1: Replacing this in the expressions of the rents, then replacing the
expressions of the rents in the objective function together with E" [()i + "*j) yij] = )iyij; the
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objective function of P is rewritten as:

X

ij2fLL;LHg

Eij [E" [S (yij ("))& ()i + "*j) yij (")]] +
X

ij2fHH;HLg

Eij [S (yij)& )iyij]

&,-() [NyHL + (1& N) yHH ]& ,(1& -) [N()yHL + (1& N)()yHH +(*rLL] :

The Örst-order conditions with respect to yLL (") ; yHH and yHL are given by:

S 0(yLL (")) = )L + "*L &
1& -
-

"(*

S 0(yHH) = )H +
,

1& ,
(1& N)

(
1 +

-

1& -

)
()

S 0(yHL) = )H +
,

1& ,
N

(
1 +

1& -
-

)
():

Hence, we can compute:

S 0(yHH)& S 0(yHL) =
,

1& ,
-& N
- (1& -)

():

First suppose that N > -: Then, S 0(yHH) < S 0(yHL) and yHH > yHL: However, this implies
that N = 0; which leads to a contradiction. Next suppose that N < -: Then, S 0(yHH) > S 0(yHL)
and yHH < yHL: However, this implies that N = 1; which leads to a contradiction. We conclude
that N = - and yHH = yHL:

B.2 Proof of Corollary 1
The fact that O2 = 1 in the proof of Proposition 3 signiÖes that type LH is assigned a rent

for not pretending LL. Types HH and HL are bunched, hence no rent is assigned to type HH
for not pretending HL.

B.3 Proof of Corollary 2
In Proof B.1.1, for some ij and i0j0; it is impossible to have (26) satisÖed as e"! ":
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C Full sequential screening and cost overruns
The Örst-stage incentive constraints are written as follows:

+LL + +HL +()qHL (IC1)
+LL + +LH &(*rLH (IC2)
+LL + +HH +()qHH &(*rHH (IC3)
+HL + +LL &()qLL (IC4)
+HL + +HH &(*rHH (IC5)
+HL + +LH &()qLH &(*rLH (IC6)
+LH + +HH +()qHH (IC7)
+LH + +LL +(*rLL (IC8)
+LH + +HL +()qHL +(*rHL (IC9)
+HH + +LH &()qLH (IC10)
+HH + +HL +(*rHL (IC11)
+HH + +LL &()qLL +(*rLL: (IC12)

The downward constraints are (IC1), (IC7), (IC8), (IC9) and (IC11), together with (IC3) when
() > (*; and with (IC12) otherwise.

C.1 Proof of Lemma 1

C.1.1 The case of () > (*

We write all the information rents resulting if one downward incentive constraint of each
type except HL is binding, as a function of +HL: For type HH :

+HH = +HL +(*rHL: (27)

For type LL either:
+LL;1 = +HL +()qHL (28)

or

+LL;2 = +HH +()qHH &(*rHH (29)
= +HL +()qHL +() (qHH & qHL)&(* (rHH & rHL) :

For type LH either:

+LH;1 = +HH +()qHH (30)
= +HL +(*rHL +()qHL +() (qHH & qHL)

or:

+LH;2 = +LL +(*rLL (31)
= +HL +()qHL +(*rHL +(* (rLL & rHL)

or:

+LH;3 = +LL +(*rLL (32)
= +HL +()qHL +(*rHL +(* (rLL & rHL) + () (qHH & qHL)&(* (rHH & rHL) :
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or:
+LH;4 = +HL +(*rHL +()qHL (33)

At various stages, we will use the implication:

yij (") + yi0j0 (") ; 8") ()(qij & qi0j0) + (*(rij & ri0j0); (34)

which is due to the fact that the latter inequality in (34) is equivalent to:

(() &(*) (yij (&1)& yi0j0 (&1)) + (() +(*) (yi0j0 (1)& yij (1)):

Take HH as possible report.
Given (27), (IC5) holds if rHH + rHL; which is satisÖed because yHH (&1) + yHL (&1) and

yHH (1) . yHL (1) :
Take LL as possible report.
Given (28), (IC4) holds if qLL + qHL; which is satisÖed because yLL (") + yHL (") 8"; given

(29), it holds if:
() (qLL & qHH) + (* (rHL & rHH) :

This condition holds if rHH + rHL; which is satisÖed, and qLL + qHH ; which holds, in turn,
because yLL (") + yHH (") 8": Given (28), (IC12) holds if:

() (qLL & qHL) + (* (rLL & rHL) ;

which is satisÖed because yLL (") + yHL (") 8"; given (29), it holds if:

() (qLL & qHH) + (* (rLL & rHH) ;

which is satisÖed because yLL (") + yHH (") 8":
Take LH as possible report.
Given (33), (IC6) holds if:

() (qLH & qHL) + (* (rHL & rLH) ;

which is satisÖed when qLH + qHL together with rLH + rHL; given (30), it holds if:

() (qLH & qHH) + (* (rHL & rLH) ;

which is satisÖed when qLH + qHH (which holds because yLH (") + yHH (") 8") together with
rLH + rHL; given (31), it holds if:

() (qLH & qHL) + (* (rLL & rLH) ;

which is satisÖed when qLH + qHL together with rLH + rLL; which holds because yLH (&1) +
yLL (&1) and yLH (1) . yLL (1) ; given (32), it holds if:

() (qLH & qHH) + &(* (rLH & rLL)&(* (rHH & rHL) ;

which is satisÖed if qLH + qHH together with rLH + rLL and with rHH + rHL; which are all
satisÖed.
Given (33), (IC10) holds if qLH + qHL; given (30), it holds if qLH + qHH ; which is satisÖed;

given (31), it holds if:
() (qLH & qHL) + (* (rLL & rHL) ; (35)
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which is ambiguous; and if

() (qLH & qHH) + (* (rLL & rHH) ;

which is satisÖed because rLH + rLL holds and yLH (") + yHH (") 8": (35) was obtained from
(31) and (IC10). Recall that (31) corresponds to the situation where (IC3) is binding. Using
the binding (IC3) in (IC2), the latter implies (IC10) if:

() (qLH & qHH) + (* (rLH & rHH) ;

which is satisÖed because yLH (") + yHH (") 8":
Given (33) and using (IC1), (IC2) holds if rLH + rHL; given (30) and using (IC1), it holds

if rLH + rLL; which is satisÖed; given either (31) or (32) formulated as +LH;3 = +LL +(*rLL
and using (IC1), it holds if rLH + rLL:
The conditions that are not implied by the quantity ranking in the lemma are rLH + rHL

and qLH + qHL, as reported in (4).

C.1.2 The case of () . (*

Because yLL (") = yHL (") ; 8" (Lemma 2), the information rents change as follows: +LL =
+HL+()qHL for type LL; +HH = +HL+(*rHL for typeHH; either +LH;1 or +LH;2 = +LH;3 =
+LH;4 for type LH:
Take HH as possible report.
Given (27), (IC5) is satisÖed if rHH + rHL; which holds because yHH (&1) + yHL (&1) and

yHH (1) . yHL (1) : (IC3) is satisÖed if:

(*rHH + ()qHH +(*rHL

,

((* &()) (yHH (&1)& yHL (&1)) + ((* +()) (yHH (1)& yHL (1))&() (yHL (&1)& yHL (1)) ;

which is satisÖed as well because yHH (&1) + yHL (&1) and yHH (1) . yHL (1) :
Take LH as possible report.
Given (30), (IC2) is satisÖed if:

(* (rLH & rHL) + () (qHH & qHL) :

Using rHL = rLL and qHL = qLL; this is rewritten as:

(* (rLH & rLL) + () (qHH & qLL) :

Provided qLH + qHH ; because yLH (") + yHH (") 8"; the condition above is implied by:

(* (rLH & rLL) + () (qLH & qLL)
,

((* &()) (yLH (&1)& yLL (&1)) + (() +(*) (yLH (1)& yLL (1)) ;

which is satisÖed because yLH (&1) + yLL (&1) ; yLH (1) . yLL (1) ; and () . (*: Given (31),
(IC2) is satisÖed if rLH + rHL. Given (30), (IC6) is satisÖed if:

() (qLH & qHH) + (* (rHL & rLH) ;

which is satisÖed if rLH + rHL; provided qLH + qHH because yLH (") + yHH (") 8"; given (31),
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(IC6) is satisÖed if:
() (qLH & qHL) + (* (rHL & rLH) ;

which is satisÖed if qLH + qHL and rLH + rHL:
Given (30), (IC10) is satisÖed if qLH + qHH ; which holds; given (31), (IC10) holds if

qLH + qHL:
The remaining conditions are rLH + rHL and qLH + qHL; as reported in (4).

C.2 Proof of Lemma 2

C.2.1 Case () > (* and reduced problem 20

Let 20 be the reduced problem when () > (* and the quantity solution is fully separating.
Replacing +HL = 0; the rents in (7a) - (7d) are obtained. Using (7a) - (7d), the objective
function in 20 is written as:

X

ij2$

Eij [E" [S (yij ("))& ()i + "*j) yij (")]] (36)

&,- [N()qHL + (1& N) ((*rHL +()qHH &(*rHH)]
& (1& ,) (1& -)(*rHL
&,(1& -) fO1 ((*rHL +()qHH)
+O2 [N()qHL + (1& N) ((*rHL +()qHH &(*rHH) + (*rLL]
+O3 (()qHL +(*rHL)g :

From (36) the Örst-order conditions (10) - (12) are derived. From (11) and (12), we compute:

S 0(yHH ("))& S 0(yHL ("))

= "(*

/
1

,
& (N & -)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)0
&()

/
1& (O1 + O2) + O2N &

(1& N)-
1& -

0
:

First suppose that 1& (O1 + O2) + O2N &
(1&1),
1&, > 0: DeÖne:

S *
1
)
& (N & -)

,
O2 +

,
1&,

-

1& (O1 + O2) + O2N &
(1&1),
1&,

: (37)

We see that S > 0 and that, if () > S(*; then S 0(yHH (")) < S 0(yHL (")); 8" ) yHH (") >
yHL (") ; 8": Recall that N = 1 if and only if:

()(qHH & qHL) < (*(rHH & rHL);

which is equivalent to

(() +(*) (yHL (1)& yHH (1)) + (() &(*) (yHH (&1)& yHL (&1)) (38)

As yHH (") > yHL (") ; 8"; this condition is violated so that N = 0: However, provided it is also
O3 = 0; this contradicts the hypothesis that 1& (O1 + O2) + O2N &

(1&1),
1&, > 0 because we then

have O3 &
,
1&, = &

,
1&, < 0:

Next suppose that 1 & (O1 + O2) + O2N &
(1&1),
1&, < 0 so that S < 0: If () > &(*S; then

S 0(yHH (")) > S 0(yHL (")) and so yHH (") < yHL (") ; 8": It follows that N = 1: However,
this contradicts the hypothesis that 1 & (O1 + O2) + O2N &

(1&1),
1&, < 0 because then we have
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1& (O1 + O2) + O2N &
(1&1),
1&, < 0, O1 > 1:

Overall, if () > jSj(*; then 8" the hypothesis that yHH (") 7 yHL (") at the solution to 2
leads to a contradiction.

C.2.2 Case () . (* and reduced problem 2000

Let 2000 be the reduced problem when () . (*: Using the downward constraints, the
information rents are written as:

+HL = 0

+LL = ()qHL
+HH = N(*rHL + (1& N) (()qHL &()qLL +(*rLL)
+LH = O1 [N(*rHL + (1& N) (()qHL &()qLL +(*rLL) + ()qHH ]

+O2 (()qHL +(*rLL) + O3 (()qHL +(*rHL) :

Replacing these expressions into the objective function, quantities are such that:

S 0 (yLL (")) = )L + "*L +
1& -
-

(1& ,) (1& N)() + , [O1() & (O1 + O2) "(*]
,

S 0 (yHL (")) = )H + "*L &()

&
1& -
-

(1& ,) [N"(* + (1& N)()] + , [(1& NO1)() + (NO1 + O3) "(*]
1& ,

:

We can compute:

S 0 (yLL ("))& S 0 (yHL (")) =
1& -
-

/
1 + O1 & N +

1& ,
,

(1& N) +
, (1& NO1)
1& ,

0
()

&
1& -
-

/
O1 + O2 & N &

, (NO1 + O3)

1& ,

0
"(*:

Clearly 1 + O1 & N +
1&)
)
(1& N) + )(1&121)

1&) = O1 +
1&1
)
+ )(1&121)

1&) > 0: DeÖne:

S0 * O1 + O2 & N &
, (NO1 + O3)

1& ,
:

First suppose that O1 + O2 & N &
)(121+23)

1&) < 0 so that S0 < 0: If () < &(*S0; then
S 0 (yLL (1)) > S

0 (yHL (1)) so that yHL (1) > yLL (1) ; and S 0 (yLL (&1)) < S 0 (yHL (&1)) so that
yLL (&1) > yHL (&1) : It is N = 0 if and only if:

(* (rHL & rLL) < () (qHL & qLL) ;

which is equivalent to:

((* +()) (yHL (1)& yLL (1)) > ((* &()) (yHL (&1)& yLL (&1)) :

Moreover, it is O3 > 0 only if:

rHL + rLL , yHL (&1)& yLL (&1) + yHL (1)& yLL (1) :

Hence, we deduce that N = O3 = 0: Then, O1 + O2 & N &
)(121+23)

1&) = O1 + O2 = 1 > 0; which
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contradicts the hypothesis that this expression is negative.
Next suppose that O1 + O2 & N &

)(121+23)
1&) > 0 so that S0 > 0: If () < (*S0; then

S 0 (yLL (1)) < S
0 (yHL (1)) so that yHL (1) < yLL (1) ; and S 0 (yLL (&1)) > S 0 (yHL (&1)) so that

yHL (&1) > yLL (&1) : Since N = 1 if and only if:

((* &()) (yHL (&1)& yLL (&1)) > ((* +()) (yHL (1)& yLL (1)) ;

it follows that N = 1: Then, O1 + O2 & N &
)(121+23)

1&) = & [1& (O1 + O2)] &
)(21+23)
1&) < 0; which

contradicts the hypothesis that this expression is positive.
Overall, if () < (* jS0j ; then the hypothesis that yHH (") 7 yHL (") at the solution to 2

leads to a contradiction 8": Moreover, if () > (* jS0j ; then S 0 (yLL (")) > S 0 (yHL (")) so that
yHL (") > yLL (") ; 8": It involves that qHL > qLL; which contradicts the monotonicity condition
implied by (IC1) and (IC4). Hence, when () . (*; yHL (") = yLL (") ; 8":

C.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Rewrite:

L (z1; z2; x) = [f (z1)& f (z1 + x)]& [f (z2)& f (z2 + x)]
= & [f (z1 + x)& f (z1)]& f& [f (z2 + x)& f (z2)]g :

We know that f 0 ($) < 0 because S 00 ($) < 0: Also, S 00 (y1) ? S 00 (y2) ; 8y1 > y2 if S 000 ? 0: It
implies that f 0 ($) is higher (lower) for the inverse of y2 than y1; i.e., for a2 than a1; where
S 0 (y1) = a1; S

0 (y2) = a2: Then, y1 > y2 implies a2 > a1 so that f 00 ($) ? 0 and &f 00 ($) 7 0;
hence &f 0 (ai) ? &f 0 (aj) if ai < aj: For z1; z2; x such that z1 < z2 and x > 0 :

&
Z x

0

f 0 (v + z1) dv ? &
Z x

0

f 0 (v + z2) dv

, &
Z z1+x

z1

f 0 (v) dv ? &
Z z2+x

z2

f 0 (v) dv

, & [f (z1 + x)& f (z1)] ? & [f (z2 + x)& f (z2)], L (z1; z2; x) ? 0:

C.4 Proof of Proposition 4 and Corollaries 3 - 5

C.4.1 Case () > (*

Consider 20 and recall the rents (28) - (32). We see that +LL;2 + +LL;1 if and only if:

() (qHH & qHL) + (* (rHH & rHL) : (40)

+LH;1 + +LH;4 if and only if qHH + qHL; using (6), this is rewritten:

qHH + qHL , L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + f (aHL + aHL & aHH)& f (aHH) : (41)

+LH;2 + +LH;4 if and only if rLL + rHL, rewritten as

rLL + rHL , L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) + f (aLL + aLL & aHL)& f (aHL) : (42)

+LH;3 + +LH;1 if and only if rLL + rHL; +LH;3 + +LH;2 if and only if (40) holds. Given the
quantity ranking in Lemma 1, we have: aLL . aHH . aHL and aLL . aHL . aHH : Then (40)
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is equivalent to:

(() &(*) (yHH (&1)& yHL (&1)) + (() +(*) (yHL (1)& yHH (1)) :

Computing:

(() &(*) (yHH (&1)& yHL (&1))& (() +(*) (yHL (1)& yHH (1))
= (() &(*) [(yHH (&1)& yHL (&1))& (yHL (1)& yHH (1))]& 2(* (yHL (1)& yHH (1))
= (() &(*) fL (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + [f (aHH)& f (aHL + aHL & aHH)]g

&2(* (f (aHL)& f (aHH)) ;

we see that (40) is further rewritten as:

L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + L1; (43)

where L1 is deÖned in (15).
Then, as L ($; $; $) increases, +LL;2 becomes bigger relative to +LL;1; +LH;1 and +LH;2 become

bigger relative to +LH;4; +LH;3 becomes bigger relative to both +LH;1 and +LH;2: This evolution
highlights that ICHHLL becomes tighter relative to ICHLLL ; and IC

LL
LH becomes tighter relative to

both ICHLLH and IC
HH
LH : Hence, relevant incentive constraints are increasingly more related to the

possibility of adjacent types being misrepresented rather than nonadjacent types (Proposition
4), and, equivalently, increasingly more related to the agent misrepresenting *j rather than )i
(Corollary 3). When (41), (42) and (43) hold local incentive constraints imply global incentive
constraints (Corollary 4). According to type ordering (2), there is no downward incentive
constraint involving understatement of )H (Corollary 5).

C.4.2 Case () . (*

Given the quantity ranking in Lemma 1, we have aHH . aHL and aHL . aHH : Recall that
the rents are as follows: +LL = +HL for types LL and HL; +HH = +HL+(*rHL for type HH;
either +LH;1 or +LH;4 for type LH: As above, +LH;1 + +LH;4 if and only if (41) is satisÖed,
which proves again Proposition 4 and Corollaries 3-5 for this case.

D A characterization of the optimal contract under fully

sequential screening

D.1 Proof of Proposition 5

D.1.1 Check the solution to 20

Lemma 4 N > 0 if and only if L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . L1; where L1 > 0:

Proof. The equivalence N > 0 , L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . L1 is demonstrated in the proof
of Proposition 1. Knowing that f 0 ($) < 0 and aHH > aHL; we have f (aHL) & f (aHH) > 0:
Further using aHL > aHH and aHL & aHH > aHH & aHL; we Önd:

f (aHL)& f (aHH) = f (aHL)& f (aHL + aHH & aHL) > f (aHL)& f (aHL + aHL & aHH) ;

so that L1 > 0:

Lemma 5 At the solution to 20 :
(i) If L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . "H ; then O3 = 1; O1 = 0 and O2 = 0:
(ii) If "H < L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . L1; then N > 0; O3 = 0; O2 > 0 and O1 + 0:
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(iii) If L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) > L1; then N > 0; O3 = 0; O2 > 0 and O1 + 0; if also
L (aLL; aLL; aHH & aLL) + "L; where "L > 0; then.O2 = 1:

Proof. Proof of (i):
Throughout the proof we let: (aHL & aHH)& (aHH & aHL) = NO2 + O3 &

(1&1),
1&, * U:

Use the deÖnition of "H and recall that, applying (6), it is qHH + qHL if and only if:

L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + "H :

Since "H < L1; N = 1 for L < "H :
Furthermore, O3 > 0 if and only if qHL + qHH and rLL + rHL; which is equivalent to:

L (aLL; aLL; aHL & aLL) < "LL

for some "LL = f (aLL + aHL & aLL)& f (aHL) : Resting on:

(aHL & aLL)& (aHL & aLL) = 2
(1& -) (1& O2)
(1& ,)-

(*; (44)

we see that "LL . 0; where "LL = 0 when O2 = 1:
Overall, if L < min f"LL; "Hg ; then qHL > qHH together with rHL > rLL so that O3 = 1:We

hereafter show that neither inequality can be satisÖed without satisfying the other as well.
(I) Suppose 9" such that qHH > qHL and rLL < rHL; involving that "H < "LL and " 2

("H ; "LL) : Then:
()(qHH & qHL) > (*(rLL & rHL): (45)

Recall that "LL . 0 < L1; where "LL > " under our hypothesis, and that N > 0 for L < L1:
From (7d) and (9) and from (45) it follows that O1 = 1; hence O2 = 0: Then, the wedge:

(aHL & aHH)& (aHH & aHL) = NO2 + O3 &
(1& N)-
1& -

* U

reduces to & (1&1),
1&, < 0; implying "H > 0: As " < "LL and "LL . 0 < "H ; the hypothesis that

qHH > qHL leads to a contradiction. Hence, @" such that qHH > qHL and rLL < rHL: It is:
"H + "LL.
(II) Suppose 9" < L1 such that qHH < qHL and rLL > rHL; involving that "H > "LL and

" 2 ("LL; "H) : Then:
(*(rLL & rHL) > ()(qHH & qHL): (46)

Knowing that N = 1 for " < "H ; from the expressions of the rents and from (46) it follows that
O2 = 1 so that "LL = 0: Moreover, U = 1 involving that "H < 0; hence the interval ("LL; "H)
does not exist. Therefore, "H . "LL:
From (I) and (II); it follows that "LL = "H ; implying that rLL + rHL if and only if

qHH + qHL: It further follows that, if " < "H ; then O3 = 1: As N = 1; it is U = 1 involving that
"H < 0:

Proof of (ii)
Take "H < L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . L1 so that O3 = 0 and N > 0: Recall from Proof of

(i) that O1 < 1 because the condition qHH > qHL is otherwise contradicted. Then, O2 > 0:

Supposing that O2 = 1; U = N&
(1&1),
1&, : 9N > 0 such that U > 0; hence the condition qHH > qHL

is not contradicted. Therefore, O2 > 0 and O1 + 0; where O1 = 0 if O2 = 1:

Proof of (iii)
Take now L + L1; implying that N = 0; which means:

()(qHH & qHL) > (*(rHH & rHL):
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Suppose that O1 = 1: As above, we have U < 0; which contradicts the result that qHH > qHL
8L > "H : Hence, O1 < 1 and so O2 > 0:
Suppose that O2 = 1; which means rLL > rHH : Using aHH > aLL and aHH < aLL; rLL > rHH

if and only if:
L (aLL; aLL; aHH & aLL) + "L:

Resting on:

aHH & aLL = () &(* +
,

1& ,

/
()

1& -
&
(
O2 +

-

1& -

)
(*

0
& O2

1& -
-

(* (47)

aHH & aLL = () +(* +
,

1& ,

/
()

1& -
+

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)
(*

0
+ O2

1& -
-

(*; (48)

we see that aHH & aLL < aHH & aLL , aLL + aHH & aLL < aHH : Hence, "L > 0; where
"L = f (aLL + aHH & aLL)& f (aHH) by deÖnition.
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 prove point (i) in the proposition.

D.1.2 Check the solution to 200

With yHH (") = yHL (") ; the rents in (7a) - (7d) are rewritten as:

+HL = 0; +HH = (*rHH ; +LL = ()qHH (49)
+LH = O1 (()qHH +(*rHH) + O2 (()qHH +(*rLL) :

The agentís expected rent amounts to: ,()qHH + (1& -) f[1& (1& O1) ,] rHH + ,O2rLLg(*:
Using this expression, the objective function in 200 is formulated as:

X

ij2$

Eij

/
1

2

,
S(y

ij
) + S(yij)

-
& ()iqij & *jrij)

0

&,()qHH & (1& -) f[1& (1& O1) ,] rHH + ,O2rLLg(*:

The optimal quantities are characterized by the Örst-order conditions (10) and (14), together
with yHH (") = yHL (") 8":
As yHH (") = yHL (") 8"; O3 = 0 and N = 0: From (49), O1 + 0 is equivalent to rHH + rLL;

where O1 = 1 if rHH > rLL: From the quantity solution, we get:

aHH & aLL =
1& (1& ,)-
(1& ,) (1& -)

() +
, (1& O2)
1& ,

(*

aHH & aLL =
1& (1& ,)-
(1& ,) (1& -)

() &
, (1& O2)
1& ,

(*:

Both aHH > aLL and aHH > aLL. Then rHH + rLL if and only if L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) . "L.
We see that aHH & aLL + aHH & aLL , aLL + aHH & aLL + aHH , with strict inequality if and
only if O2 < 1; hence f (aLL + aHH & aLL) & f (aHH) . 0, with strict inequality if and only if
O2 < 1.
so that aHH > aLL and aHH > aLL. Then, rHH + rLL if and only if L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) .

"L: We see that aHH & aLL + aHH & aLL , aLL + aHH & aLL + aHH ; where the inequality is
strict if and only if O2 < 1: Hence, f (aLL + aHH & aLL)& f (aHH) . 0 where the inequality is
strict if and only if O2 < 1:
Therefore, O1 = 1 , rHH > rLL , L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) < "L; where "L < 0 when

evaluated at O1 = 1 and O2 = O3 = N = 0; O2 = 1, rHH < rLL , L (aLL; aHH ; aHH & aLL) >
"L; where "L > 0 when evaluated at O2 = 1 and O1 = O3 = N = 0: This proves point (ii) in
Proposition 5.
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D.2 Proof of Corollary 6
In Proposition 5, one identiÖes the following results.
(a) At least one between ICHLLL and IC

HH
LL is binding; the former is slack and the second is

binding when N = 0: This implies that L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) + L1 if (13) holds. ICHLLL and
ICHHLL are both binding otherwise.
(b) If () < K(*; then at least one between ICHLLH and ICHHLH is binding if and only if

L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) . "L (O2 6= 1) ; whereas ICLLLH is binding when L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) +
"H (O2 > 0) :
If () + K(*; then ICHLLH and ICHHLH are both binding, whereas ICLLLH is binding when

L (aLL; aLL; aLL & aHL) > "L (O1 < 1 so that O2 > 0):

D.3 Proof of Corollary 7
The proof is immediate because the conditions in the corollary are those where N = 1 and

O2 = 1 so that IC
HH
LL and ICLLLH are the only binding constraints for types LL and LH:

D.4 Proof of Proposition 6

D.4.1 Reduced problem 20

From the proof of Lemma 2, at the solution to 20; yHH (&1) > yHL (&1) and yHH (1) <
yHL (1) :
Using (10) and S 0(yLH (")) = )L + "*H we compute:

S 0(yLL ("))& S 0(yLH (")) = &
(
1 + O2

1& -
-

)
"(*;

so that aLL > aLH and aLL < aLH :
Using (10) and (11) we compute:

S 0(yHH ("))& S 0(yLL (")) = () +
,

1& ,

/
O1 + (1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)0
()

+"(* & O2
1& -
-

"(* +
,

1& ,
(1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)
"(*:

If " > 0; then this di§erence is positive so that aHH > aLL: If " < 0; then the sign depends on
N; O1 and O2: It is aHH + aLL if and only if:

()

(*
+
1 + )

1&) (1& N)
,
O2 +

,
1&,

-
+ 1&,

,
O2

1 + )
1&) (1& N)

,
O2 +

,
1&,

-
+ )

1&)O1

:

If O2 = 0; then this is clearly satisÖed. Recall from Proposition 5 that O2 > 0 is equivalent
to N < 1; involving that rLL + rHH , yLL (&1) & yHH (&1) + yLL (1) & yHH (1) : However,
provided yLL (1) > yHH (1) (as implied by aHH > aLL); this cannot hold true if yLL (&1) <
yHH (&1) : Hence, aHH + aLL:
Using (11) and S 0(yLH (")) = )L + "*H we compute:

S 0(yHH ("))& S 0(yLH (")) (50)

= () +
,

1& ,

./
O1 + (1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)0
() + (1& N)

(
O2 +

-

1& -

)
"(*

1
:
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This di§erence is positive 8" so that aHH > aLH and aHH > aLH :
We found:

aHL > aHH + aLL > aLH and aLL < aLH < aHH ; aHL < aHH ;

from which we derive the quantity ranking in Lemma 1.

D.4.2 Reduced problem 200

Using (10) and (14) we compute:

S 0(yHH ("))& S 0(yLL (")) =
(1& ,) (1& -) + ,
(1& ,) (1& -)

()

+

(
O2
,-+ (1& ,) (1& -)

(1& ,)-
&

,

1& ,

)
"(*

If " = 1; then this is strictly positive so that aHH > aLL: If aHH . aLL; it involves that
rHH > rLL; hence O2 = 0: However, when O2 = 0 the di§erence above is positive, contradicting
the hypothesis that aHH . aLL: Hence, aHH > aLL:
Using (14) and S 0(yLH (")) = )L + "*H we compute:

S 0(yHH ("))& S 0(yLH (")) =
1

1& ,

(
(1& ,) (1& -) + ,

1& -
() & (1& O2,) "(*

)

If " < 0; then this di§erence is positive. If " = 1; then it is positive if:

1

1& -
+ 1& O2;

which is true. Hence, aHH > aLH and aHH > aLH :
Recalling that quantities are as in 20 for types LL and LH; and that yHH (") = yHL (") 8";

the ranking conditions in Lemma 1 are satisÖed.

D.4.3 The necessary conditions (4) hold

First take 20: From (12) and S 0(yLH (")) = )L + "*H we compute:

S 0(yHL ("))& S 0(yLH (")) = () + "(* +
,

1& ,

/
N + (O2N + O3)

1& -
-

0
()

&
,

1& ,

/
1& N + (1& ,O2N)

1& -
,-

0
"(*;

which is positive if " < 0; and either positive or negative otherwise. Hence, aHL&aLH > 0 and
aHL & aLH 7 0: If aHL & aLH > 0; then qLH > qHL 8L ($; $; $) ; using (5), rLH + rHL if and only
if (22) is satisÖed.
As rLH + rLL 8L ($; $; $) and rHL + rLL if and only if L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . "H ; we

deduce that "LH < "H : Moreover, because N = O3 = 1 when L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . "H ;
"LH is evaluated at these values. If aHL & aLH < 0; then rLH > rHL 8L ($; $; $) ; using (6),
qLH + qHL if and only if (23) is satisÖed. Since qLH + qHH 8L ($; $; $) and qHL + qHH if and
only if L (aHH ; aHL; aHL & aHH) . "H ; we deduce that also "0LH is such that "0LH < "H : As
above, "0LH is evaluated at N = O3 = 1:
Next take 200:We previously found that aHH > aLH and aHH > aLH : Knowing that aHH =

aHL and aHH = aHL; we deduce that qLH > qHL 8L ($; $; $) : As above, rLH + rHL if and only if
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(22) is satisÖed.

E More than four types
Index types by h 2 f1; 2; 3g and consider the case in which type h& 1 is more e¢cient than

type h; 8h 2 f2; 3g : The incentive constraints whereby type 1 is unwilling to report 3 and 2
are respectively:

+1 + +3 + ()3 & )1) q3 + (*1 & *3) r3 (51)
and

+1 + +2 + ()2 & )1) q2 + (*1 & *2) r2: (52)

The incentive constraint whereby type 2 is unwilling to report 3 is:

+2 + +3 + ()3 & )2) q3 + (*2 & *3) r3:

Using this constraint in (52), we further see that:

+2 + ()2 & )1) q2 + (*1 & *2) r2
+ +3 + ()3 & )2) q3 + (*2 & *3) r3 + ()2 & )1) q2 + (*1 & *2) r2
= +3 + ()3 & )1) q3 + (*1 & *3) r3 + ()2 & )1) (q2 & q3) + (*1 & *2) (r2 & r3) :

(52) is tighter than (51) if:

()2 & )1) (q2 & q3) + (*1 & *2) (r3 & r2)

or, equivalently:

[)2 & )1 + *1 & *2] (y2 (&1)& y3 (&1)) + [)2 & )1 & (*1 & *2)] (y3 (1)& y2 (1)) : (53)

We distinguish between the following three cases:

2 When )2& )1 + & (*2 & *1) + 0, (53) is satisÖed if y2 (1) + y3 (1) and y2 (&1) + y3 (&1),
which is true when it is also )3 & )2 + & (*3 & *2) + 0 and the quantities respect the
Örst-best ranking.

2 When )2 & )1 + *2 & *1 + 0, (53) is satisÖed if y2 (1) + y1 (1) and y2 (&1) + y1 (&1),
which is true when it is also )3 & )2 + 0 + *2 & *3 and quantities respect the Örst-best
ranking.

2 When 0 . )2 & )1 . *2 & *1, (53) is satisÖed if y2 (&1) . y3 (&1) and y3 (1) . y2 (1),
which is true when it is also 0 . )3 & )2 . *3 & *2 and quantities respect the Örst-best
ranking.

Next consider the case in which type h is more e¢cient than type h& 1; 8h 2 f2; 3g : The
incentive constraints whereby type 3 is unwilling to report 2 and 1 are respectively:

+3 + +2 + ()2 & )3) q2 + (*3 & *2) r2 (54)
and

+3 + +1 + ()1 & )3) q1 + (*3 & *1) r1: (55)

The incentive constraint whereby type 2 is unwilling to report 1 is:

+2 + +1 + ()1 & )2) q1 + (*2 & *1) r1:
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Using this constraint in (55), we further see that:

+2 + ()2 & )3) q2 + (*3 & *2) r2
+ +1 + ()1 & )2) q1 + (*2 & *1) r1 + ()2 & )3) q2 + (*3 & *2) r2
= +1 + ()1 & )3) q1 + (*3 & *1) r1 + ()3 & )2) (q1 & q2) + (*3 & *2) (r2 & r3)
> +3 + ()3 & )1) q1 + (*3 & *1) r1;

hence (54) is tighter than (55).
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